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The mobile software industry is evolving rapidly. Comprehensive research on the topic is, however,
sparse. Although research on the pre-app store era mobile industry is abundant, the emergence of app
stores has dramatically changed the business dynamics of the industry. This has led to a situation in
which the existing research for large parts fails to adequately explain the current reality of the global
mobile software industry.
This thesis has two goals. The first goal is to fill the gaps in the literature by giving a comprehensive
and systematic overview of the current global mobile software industry and the ecosystem around it.
The overview covers the history of the mobile software industry, common business models, and the
most important actors in the ecosystem and their relationships.
The second goal is to discover the growth challenges faced by Finnish mobile software companies.
The challenges are studied by applying a multimethod research design combining a quantitative
software industry survey performed in 2013 and a case study consisting of qualitative semi-structured
interviews conducted in 2014. The interviews were conducted on CEOs of several mobile software
companies that took part in the survey.
Results indicate that many mobile software companies are experiencing major difficulties with app
stores. Particularly Google Play is considered challenging. The lack of sales and marketing expertise
in the companies is also considered a major problem.
Three policy recommendations were identified: (1) Educational institutions should consider providing
sales and marketing courses targeted at CEOs. They should also consider organizing courses for fulltime employed engineers who are in need of gaining new competences; (2) The governmental funding
agencies should assess their competences on dealing with funding of mobile software companies, and
develop their competences if needed; (3) The bureaucracy required of MSW-companies—and
companies in general—should be reduced. The amount of forms required to be submitted to various
officials regarding taxes, funding, and such should be minimized.
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Tiivistelmä:
Mobiiliohjelmistoala kasvaa huimaa vauhtia. Kattava alaa koskeva tutkimus on kuitenkin vielä
erittäin vähäistä. Sovelluskauppoja edeltävältä ajalta on runsaasti tutkimusta, mutta
sovelluskauppojen ilmestyminen on kuitenkin merkittävällä tavalla muuttanut alan
liiketoimintadynamiikkaa siten että aikaisempi tutkimus ei kykene tyydyttävällä tavalla selittämään
tämänhetkistä mobiiliohjelmistoalaa.
Tällä diplomityöllä on kaksi tavoitetta. Ensimmäinen tavoite on täyttää aukot kirjallisuudessa
luomalla kattava ja järjestelmällinen katsaus sovelluskauppojen ilmestymisen jälkeiseen aikaan
maailmanlaajuisessa mobiiliohjelmistoekosysteemissä. Katsauksella on tarkoitus selvittää
mobiiliohjelmistoalan kehitys nykyhetkeen, yleisimmät liiketoimintamallit sekä maailmanlaajuisen
mobiiliohjelmistoekosysteemin keskeisimmät tämänhetkiset toimijat ja niiden väliset suhteet.
Toinen tavoite on selvittää suomalaisten mobiiliohjelmistoyritysten kasvun haasteita. Haasteita
selvitetään määrällistä ja laadullista tutkimusta yhdistelevällä monimetoditutkimusmenetelmällä, joka
koostuu vuonna 2013 suoritetusta Suomen ohjelmistoalaa kartoittavasta kyselytutkimuksesta sekä
vuonna 2014 suoritetuista kasvun haasteita koskevista puolistrukturoiduista haastatteluista.
Tutkimustulokset viittaavat siihen että mobiiliohjelmistoyritykset kohtaavat huomattavia haasteita
sovelluskauppoihin liittyen. Erityisesti Google Play koetaan ongelmalliseksi. Puutteet yritysten
myynti- ja markkinointiosaamisessa koetaan myös merkittäväksi ongelmaksi.
Tutkimustuloksista voidaan johtaa kolme suositusta julkiselle sektorille: (1) Koulutuslaitosten tulee
tarjota yritysjohtajille suunnattua myyntiin ja markkinointiin liittyvää jatkokoulutusta. Lisäksi tulee
myös järjestää yritysten työntekijöille räätälöityä jatkokoulutusta; (2) Valtiollisten ja alueellisten
yritysrahoitusta tarjoavien tahojen, kuten Ely-keskusten ja Tekesin, on arvioitava osaamistasonsa
riittävyys liittyen mobiiliohjelmistoalan rahoitukseen. Mikäli osaamisessa havaitaan puutteita, tulee
näiden kehittää osaamistaan yhteistyössä yritysten kanssa; (3) Mobiiliohjelmistoyrityksiltä—ja
yrityksiltä yleensä—vaadittua byrokratiaa on kevennettävä. Verotukseen, rahoitukseen ja muuhun
vastaavaan vaadittujen täytettävien lomakkeiden määrä on minimoitava.
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Preface
When I bought my first smartphone in May 2011, I did not realize how significant
part of my life it would come to play. Nowadays I use multiple smartphone applications in my daily life, and those apps have become an integral part in carrying
out my daily routines: checking transportation schedules, keeping in touch with
friends and relatives, reading the latest news, navigating in unfamiliar locations,
and so on. When trying to come up with a topic for thesis, I thought about the
impact that smartphone had on my life. After going through literature, I felt there
is a need for more comprehensive and systematic approach for studying mobile
software business. Before beginning to write the thesis, I was in no way familiar
with mobile industry or mobile software development. The usual recommended
approach for writing Master’s Thesis is to choose a familiar topic and find a thesis
position from a company or school department. However, against these recommendations, I felt the topic as so important that I decided to write on my own
without corporate and institutional constraints.

I am grateful for having been able to participate in Aalto University Software
Business Lab’s project, Software Industry Survey 2013. Especially I would like to
thank Juhana Peltonen—one of the project researchers and my instructor—who
gave valuable advice and helped refine my approach by challenging my initial decisions and reasoning, helping me avoid several pitfalls. I also thank my other
instructor Sakari Luukkainen for giving valuable feedback and support, and Antti
Ylä-Jääski for supervising this thesis.

Helsinki, 14.11.2014
Petri Kivikangas
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Abbreviations and terms
ACP

application and content provider

app

mobile application software

E-

electronic-

ICT

information and communications technology

IP

intellectual property

M-

mobile-

mG2B

mobile government-to-business

mG2C

mobile government-to-citizen

mG2E

mobile government-to-employee

mG2G

mobile government-to-government

MNO

mobile network operator

MSW

mobile software

SaaS

software as a service

SCP

software and content provider

SW

Software

Definitions for the core concepts
business model

A description of “the rationale of how an organization
creates, delivers, and captures value” (Osterwalder &
Pigneur, 2010)

E-business

All the activities undertaken in order to create customer
value and profits with ICT (Definition 2)

E-commerce

The buying and selling of goods and services via electronic networks (Definition 2)

growth of a company

Increase in revenues (see Subchapter 5.3)

ICT

“a diverse set of technological tools and resources used
to communicate, and to create, disseminate, store, and
manage information” (Blurton, 1999)

M-business

All the activities undertaken in order to create customer
value and profits with mobile technology (Definition 2)

M-commerce

The buying and selling of goods and services via mobile
devices (Definition 2)

MSW-business

All the activities undertaken in order to create customer
value and profits with mobile software products and
services (Definition 2)

MSW-ecosystem

A networked community of organizations and actors
that base their relations to each other on a common interest in the development and use of mobile software
technology (Definition 9)

MSW-industry

The sector of economy composed of companies conducting MSW-business (Definition 1)

1 Introduction
This chapter explains the motivation, objectives, methodology, and structure of
this thesis. First, the motivation is articulated in Subchapter 1.1, and then the objectives and scope are presented in Subchapter 1.2. The research methodology is
formulated in Subchapter 1.3, and finally the structure of the thesis is presented in
Subchapter 1.4.

1.1 Motivation
Mobile communication technology is advancing rapidly. The mobile networks are
being upgraded into fourth generation technology, bringing network speeds close
to 100 Mbit/s. The number of mobile devices supporting 4G1-networks is also rapidly increasing, and for the first time, global smartphone sales have exceeded the
sales of feature phones, whose sales are now on decline 2 . The number of
smartphones sold globally rose from 680 million devices in 2012 to 968 million in
20133. The number of application, or app, downloads are expected to increase significantly. In 2012 there were 64 billion mobile app store4 downloads, of which
90% were free, and by 2017 the number of downloads is expected to rise to 269
billion5. The total revenue generated by apps downloaded from app stores was estimated to rise from $18 billion in 2002 to $26 billion in 2013.

1

There has been some confusion on what can be called 4G. Definitions have varied, but in this

thesis, any mobile technology capable of providing 100Mb/s downstream speeds for mobile devices is considered 4G. Currently there are two major competing technology families: LTE and WiMAX. However, it seems that LTE is winning, as some major operators have switched or are
switching from WiMAX to LTE.
2

http://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/2573415, accessed August 14, 2013

3

http://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/2665715, accessed February 13, 2014

4

app store refers to any app store, whereas App Store refers to Apple’s app store

5

http://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/2592315, accessed September 19, 2013
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The size of the global MSW-industry is difficult to measure. App stores reluctantly
disclose the revenues generated by the apps sold, and very little research exists on
B2B MSW-industry. Nevertheless, the European MSW-industry has been estimated as €17.5 billion in 2013 in a study funded by European Commission as part
of Eurapp6 project, and it is forecasted to increase to €63 billion by 2019. The size
of the global MSW-industry can be estimated as being around €58 billion, of which
Europe accounts for a third (Breslin, Card, Dabrowski, & Mulligan, 2014). Interestingly, app store revenues account only for less than half of the revenues—€6.0
billion in 2013 in EU—while majority of the revenues—€11.5 billion in 2013 in EU—
come from contracting. Figure 1 shows the trend of app downloads from app stores.
300000

millions of downloads4

250000
200000
Free downloads

150000

Paid-for downloads
100000

*estimates
50000
0
2012

2013*

2014*
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2017*

Figure 1: App store downloads, worldwide, 2012-2017

Mobile devices are increasingly being used also for payments. The amount of people doing mobile payments is estimated to increase to 450 million by 2017 from
200 million in 20127. The transaction value of mobile payments is estimated to
have reached $235 billion in 2013 from $163 billion in 2012, and annual growth
rate is expected to stay at 35% until 20177. However, there is some indication that

14

6

http://eurapp.eu, accessed September 22, 2014

7

http://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/2504915, June 4, 2013
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the global transaction volumes may be much higher than previously estimated. According to the People’s Bank of China, mobile transaction value in China was a
whopping $1.59 trillion in 20138. Payment processor Adyen has reported that in
2013, of all payments globally, 20% were mobile9. The growth in mobile payments
is particularly rapid in Asia, and it has been estimated to already account for more
than 40% of the global app revenue (Hezemans, 2014).
As mobile industry has expanded rapidly, academic research has been lagging
behind. In 2010, research was still found to be of poor quality with little theoretical
background and first-hand empirical data (Lehmann & Scornavacca, 2010). Since
2010, the amount of research has increased. There are studies on different elements of mobile industry—such as app economy—from employment perspective
(Mandel, 2012); the apps’ effect on human behavior (Suominen, Hyrynsalmi, &
Knuutila, 2014); smartphone wars and patents (Graham & Vishnubhakat, 2013);
software reuse in apps (Mojica et al., 2014), estimating demand for apps (Ghose &
Han, 2014), and value creation by apps (Bresnahan, Davis, & Yin, 2014). Nonetheless, comprehensive research on mobile software (MSW) industry—particularly
from business perspective—is still scarce.
The different elements of the mobile industry have been recognized (Basole &
Karla, 2011; Xia, Rost, & Holmquist, 2010), but unfortunately the current literature
often fails to examine the MSW-industry as a distinct sector of the mobile industry.
Device and infrastructure manufacturers and network operators have different
business dynamics compared to companies that mainly produce software. The type
of software platform such as mobile, desktop, server or embedded also significantly
affects the business dynamics. In order to gain accurate understanding of the challenges faced by the MSW-companies, the MSW-industry should be studied as a
distinct sector inside the software industry.
As mobile devices are gradually becoming commodities, the significance of apps
has begun to increase. Companies producing and selling apps for huge profits have

8

http://technode.com/2014/02/17/chinas-mobile-payment-turnover-soared-317-yoy-to-1-59-

trillion-dollars-in-2013-pboc, February 17, 2014
9

https://www.adyen.com/home/about-adyen/press-room/press-releases/mobile-payments-in-

dex-january-2014.html, January 30, 2014
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emerged. Often these app companies produce games, such as Rovio and its famous
Angry Birds, or Supercell and its blockbuster Clash of Clans. However, the MSWindustry is more than just app companies. Only a small number of MSW-companies are able profitably sell their products through app stores10. Many MSW-companies do not sell their product through app stores at all, and instead engage in
B2B and B2G MSW-business. Comprehensive research on the MSW-ecosystem—
taking into account the heterogeneity of the MSW-industry—is clearly lacking, and
this thesis aims to fill at least small part of that gap.

1.2 Objectives and scope
Mobile industry covers a wide range of actors, containing all the companies from
network and device manufacturers through software firms to telecom companies.
Therefore, the concept of mobile software business [MSW-business] is introduced
(Definition 2) in order to distinguish MSW-companies from other types of companies conducting business in the mobile industry. MSW-industry is defined as:
The sector of economy composed of companies conducting MSW-business.
Definition 1: MSW-industry

In this thesis, MSW-industry is first examined from the global perspective (i.e. the
MSW-industry), and then from the perspective of Finnish MSW-companies.
The goal of this thesis is to answer the following two questions:
1. What challenges for growth do Finnish MSW-companies face?
2. How have Finnish MSW-companies faced the growth challenges?
As the main area of interest lies in MSW-business—M-business, M-commerce, Ebusiness, and E-commerce are covered to lesser extent. The differences between
these concepts are clarified in Definition 2 (Kalakota & Robinson, 2002, p. 8; Mesenbourg, 2001; Tarasewich, Nickerson, & Warkentin, 2002; Tiwari, Buse, & Herstatt, 2006).

10

16

http://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/2648515, January 13, 2014
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E-Business
M-business

• All the activities undertaken in order to create
customer value and profits with ICT

• All the activities undertaken in order to create
customer value and profits with mobile technology

E-commerce

• The buying and selling of goods and services via
electronic networks

M-commerce

• The buying and selling of goods and services via
mobile devices

MSWbusiness

• All the activities undertaken in order to create
customer value and profits with mobile software
products and services

Definition 2: E-/M-/MSW-business and –commerce

The concept of MSW-business was not found in the literature, but it is defined and
used in this thesis in order to distinguish MSW-companies from other types of software companies and from other types of companies conducting business in mobile
industry such as mobile device manufacturers (e.g. Samsung, Apple), network
equipment providers (e.g. Nokia Solutions and Networks, Ericsson), and mobile
network operators (e.g. China Mobile, Vodafone, Verizon).
Firm-level M-business research was for long time dominated by studies centering on mobile network operators [MNOs], and still the research “focuses on the
adoption of mobile applications by firms which are non-core members of the mbusiness ecosystem” (Budu & Boateng, 2013). This thesis sets the focus on MSWcompanies, and examines the companies as parts of MSW-ecosystems. As the success of a single actor in an ecosystem is highly interlinked with other actors, it is
necessary to analyze MSW-companies not as a separate category but as an inseparable part of MSW-ecosystems (Basole & Karla, 2011). Ecosystem-based view is
supported by well-known success stories in the history of the MSW-industry such
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as DoCoMo & i-mode (Natsuno, 2003), Apple & iPhone and Google & Android
(Schultz, Zarnekow, Wulf, & Nguyen, 2011).

1.3 Methodology
This subchapter describes the methodology for tackling the research questions formulated in Subchapter 1.2. This thesis applies multimethod research design, which
is closely related to mixed methods approach. The difference is that in a mixed
methods approach multiple methods are applied in a single study, whereas in a
multimethod approach the methods are applied in separate studies that may comprise a larger study. (Tashakkori & Teddlie, 2003, Chapter 7)
The chosen multimethod design consists of two sequential phases:
1. Analysis of Software Industry Survey 2013 (Chapter 0)
2. Multiple case study consisting of semi-structured interviews (Chapter 6)
The first phase applies a quantitative research design consisting of statistical analysis of answers to questions about growth challenges faced by software companies.
In addition to finding out the growth challenges, the goal is also to find out the
differences between MSW- and non-MSW-companies with respect to growth challenges.
The second phase applies a mixed methods design that takes the results of the
quantitative analysis performed in the first phase as input for formulating interview questions to be presented on representatives of selected Finnish MSW-companies. The case study presented in Chapter 6 can be regarded as a mixed methods
study because the results of a prior quantitative study are used as the basis for a
more in-depth qualitative study.
Main sources of information in the first four chapters are journal articles, conference papers, technical blogs and news sites, and reports by research institutions.
Website references are used in abundance in order to give up-to-date overview of
the rapidly developing MSW-industry, but in theoretical topics, journal articles and
conference papers are preferred if available. Currently most of the up-to-date high
quality information on the MSW-industry is provided by research institutions such

18
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as Gartner, App Annie, Distimo (acquired by App Annie in May 201411), and IDC.
These sources are preferred over technical blogs and news articles when available.
Several Finnish research institutions also occasionally produce reports on the
MSW-industry, notably Marketvisio (acquired by Gartner in May 201412) and the
governmental funding agency for innovation, Tekes.
When drawing conclusions in Chapter 0, triangulation is applied. The main idea
in triangulation is to validate the study using multiple sources of evidence. Yin
(2009, p. 116) has identified four types of triangulation shown in Table 1.
1. Data triangulation—Multiple sources of data should support the conclusions
2. Investigator triangulation—Several investigators should study the same
phenomenon and come to the same conclusion
3. Theory triangulation—Investigators approaching the phenomenon from
different theoretical perspectives should come to the same conclusion
4. Methodological triangulation—Studies performed using multiple qualitative and/or quantitative methods should all confirm the conclusions
Table 1: Four types of triangulation

In this thesis, mainly three types of triangulation are applied. Data triangulation is
achieved by using literature, a survey, and face-to-face interviews as sources of evidence. Investigator triangulation is partly achieved by having a team perform and
analyze the survey, although the analysis concentrating on the selected growth
challenges presented in this thesis was not conducted as a team. Methodological
triangulation is achieved by combining a quantitative study (i.e. the survey) and a
qualitative study (i.e. the interviews).

11

http://techcrunch.com/2014/05/28/app-annie-acquires-competitor-distimo-raises-another-17-

million-from-existing-investors, May 28, 2014
12

http://www.marketvisio.fi/en/ongoing/news-marketvisio/2059-gartner-acquires-marketvisio, May 23, 2014
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1.3.1 Discovering the challenges of Finnish MSW-industry
The first research question—What challenges for growth do Finnish MSW-companies face?—is approached by analyzing the data from Software Industry Survey
201313. The analysis is presented in Chapter 0.
Software Industry Survey is a survey conducted in Finland each year since 1997.
It is the longest running software industry survey in the world, and it provides annual information about the state of Finnish software industry. In 2013 survey, the
companies were asked, among other topics, questions related to their growth challenges.

1.3.2 Discovering the ways overcome the challenges
The second research question—How have Finnish MSW-companies faced the
growth challenges?—is approached by conducting case study interviews on the
representatives of a sample of Finnish MSW-companies. The purpose of the interviews is to discover how the companies have tackled the growth challenges that
most Finnish MSW-companies are struggling with. The case study is presented in
Chapter 6.
In the survey, a number of growth related questions were asked from the firms.
The answers to the growth-related questions are analyzed in order to find the
growth challenges faced by the majority of MSW-companies. These growth challenges are then further analyzed and formulated into questions for case study interviews. The interviews will be performed on a carefully selected set of MSW-companies that participated in the survey.

1.4 Structure of the thesis
Chapter 1 explains the motivation behind the thesis, and sets the objectives, scope,
and methodology. Chapters 0–0 aim at forming a comprehensive and systematic
overview of the global MSW-ecosystem. Chapters 0–6 contain the research contributions of this thesis, followed by conclusions in Chapter 0.

13

20

http://softwareindustrysurvey.org , accessed July 4, 2014
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The thesis is organized into six chapters with the following goals:
Chapter 1: Explain motivation, scope, objectives, and methodology.
Chapter 0: Gove overview of the MSW-industry and the reasons for the importance of research on the MSW-industry.
Chapter 3: Show the common business and revenue models in the MSW-industry.
Chapter 0: Give an overview of MSW-ecosystem and its core elements.
Chapter 0: Present analysis of a previously conducted survey on the software industry in Finland.
Chapter 6: Present a case study on Finnish MSW-companies, conducted as semistructured interviews.
Chapter 7: Draw final conclusions
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2 The MSW-industry
This chapter presents the history and overview of the MSW-industry and clarifies
its distinct features compared to other software industries. First, the historical
background and the transition from M-business to MSW-business are examined in
Subchapter 2.1. Then, the differences between the MSW-industry and other software industries are explained in Subchapter 2.2. After describing how the MSWindustry has emerged and how it is different from other software industries, the
significance of the MSW-industry is explained in Subchapter 2.3. The current
trends and future perspectives are discussed in Subchapter 2.4.

2.1 From M-business to MSW-business
M-business began to emerge around the end of 1990’s together with the commoditization of mobile phones. The phones at that time—now referred to retroactively
as feature phones—did not usually allow easy installation of third-party software,
limiting the business opportunities for conducting MSW-business. Year 1999 was
significant for M-business, as the first Wireless Application Protocol [WAP]
phones became available and DoCoMo launched i-mode, a mobile internet service,
which became a huge hit in Japan, attracting more than 33 million users in three
years after its launch14,15. (Ishii, 2004)
An important milestone for MSW-business is 2001, when DoCoMo introduced
i-appli service in Japan. Although successful as a mobile content delivery platform,
DoCoMo’s i-mode service initially did not provide a way for selling software. The
problem was fixed in January 2001 with the introduction of i-appli, an extension
to i-mode service enabling the sale of mobile applications developed as small Javaapplets16. Due to DoCoMo’s i-mode service—enhanced with i-appli and eventually
a large variety “i-services”—Japan was able to have the first commercially successful large-scale MSW-ecosystem. Already in 2001, the Japanese MSW-industry was

14

http://company.nokia.com/en/news/press-releases/1999/02/23/nokia-unveils-the-worlds-

first-media-phone-for-internet-access, February 23, 1999
15

http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2000/jun/15/onlinesupplement, June 15, 2000

16

http://web.archive.org/web/20010204000600/http://www.nttdocomo.com/new/con-

tents/01/whatnew0118a.html, accessed July 15, 2014
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able to provide commercial mobile games such as Samurai Romanesque—the first
mobile massive multiplayer online game [MMOG] (Krikke, 2003). Outside Japan,
the shift from M-business to MSW-business was slower due to various reasons (see
Subchapter 4.1.3.1). Major event for the MSW-industry outside Japan was the
launch of App Store in July 2008 (see Subchapter 4.2.1). Apple’s App Store became
the trendsetter for app stores, and it still generates the majority of global app store
revenues (Schoger, 2013).

2.2 Why the MSW-industry is different?
M-business and MSW-business are distinguished from other kinds of software
business by mobility. Mobility consists of various elements, of which at least ten
have been identified in the literature:
1. Ubiquity—the ability to access networks, and being reachable, anytime and
anywhere (Clarke, 2001; Junglas & Watson, 2003)
2. Accessibility—the ability to access networks anywhere and anytime (Junglas
& Watson, 2003)
3. Instant connectivity—the network is always on and allows instant connection (Camponovo & Pigneur, 2003)
4. Reachability—users can be reached anywhere, anytime, from selected persons and contexts (Junglas & Watson, 2003)
5. Localization—the ability to locate the user (e.g. by GPS or base stations) and
utilize the location information for offering location-based services and content (Clarke, 2001)
6. Personalization—the possibility of providing personalized content by utilizing identifiability (e.g. by SIM) of the device and its user (Clarke, 2001)
7. Identification—the identifiability of the device and its user (e.g. by SIM) and
the ability to provide personalized content (Junglas & Watson, 2003)
8. Freedom of movement—services can be used while on the move (Camponovo & Pigneur, 2003)
9. Portability—the ability to carry the device (Junglas & Watson, 2003)
10. Convenience—the services are packed conveniently into a small hand-held
device (Clarke, 2001)
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However, the elements contain some overlapping; for example, portability leads
to convenience, and identification enables personalization. In addition, ubiquity
already contains four of the listed concepts: instant connectivity, freedom of movement, and reachability, and accessibility. In addition to these concepts, Junglas &
Watson (2003) also include identification, localization, and portability as part of
ubiquity. However, although ubiquitous solutions often have these traits, they are
not part of the concept of ubiquity in strict sense and are hence regarded as separate distinct concepts. Therefore, mobility can be described with four top-level concepts:
1. Portability—the ability to carry the device (Junglas & Watson, 2003); also
convenience (Clarke, 2001)
2. Ubiquity—the ability to access networks, and being reachable, anytime and
anywhere (Clarke, 2001; Junglas & Watson, 2003); includes instant connectivity (Camponovo & Pigneur, 2003), freedom of movement (Camponovo &
Pigneur, 2003), reachability (Junglas & Watson, 2003), and accessibility
(Junglas & Watson, 2003)
3. Localization—the ability to locate the user (e.g. by GPS or base stations)
and utilize the location information for offering location-based services and
content (Clarke, 2001; Junglas & Watson, 2003)
4. Identification—the ability to identify the device and its user (e.g. by SIM)
and provide personalized content (Junglas & Watson, 2003); also personalization (Clarke, 2001)
Definition 3: The elements of mobility

Mobility has significant impact on the business models and the way software is developed and used. Mobility enables new kinds of business models that were not
possible before the commoditization of mobile devices. Ubiquity enables real-time
interaction with customers, and localization provides an easy way for geographical
targeting and marketing. Identification enables provision of products and services
in which the mobile device functions as an identification or payment medium.
Naturally, mobility also has its drawbacks. When a mobile device contains large
amounts of information about person’s identity, identity theft and spying become
risks. In identification-based services such as NFC payments, user can lose money
if the RFID chip in the phone is compromised. Localization raises privacy concerns
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by enabling mobile network operators [MNOs], and therefore governments, to
monitor users’ movements, which can pose huge risks for dissidents living in authoritarian countries.
Mobility has also enabled the emergence of mobile application stores, or app
stores (see Subchapter 4.2). Even though being called app stores, they usually enable also distribution of content such as books and movies. The breakthrough of
app stores has made it possible for software and content providers [SCPs] (a.k.a.
application and content providers [ACPs]), to sell their products globally without
having to care about product delivery and billing.
App stores do exist also for non-mobile platforms, but have not gained such
popularity as mobile app stores. A good example of non-mobile app stores is
Valve’s Steam, which was launched in September 2003—although until 2012 it was
only for distributing games17. However, due to the popularity of mobile platforms
such as iOS and Android, mobile app stores give SCPs access to much larger potential customer base than non-mobile app stores, which have so far mainly profiled
as game stores. Although Valve released Steam for Android and iOS in 2012 18, it
still has not allowed sale of mobile applications—mobile Steam client is just a mobile version of PC client without actual support for mobile platforms.

2.3 Why the MSW-industry is significant?
The proliferation of smartphones has opened new business opportunities, enabled
by the speeds provided by 3G and 4G/LTE networks and by the increasing computing power of the devices. In 2013, smartphones surpassed feature phones in sales
for the first time3. In 2013, apps downloaded from Apple’s App Store generated $10
billion revenue 19 , while Google Play revenues were estimated at $1.3 billion 20 .
However, this does not show the whole truth as, for example, B2B applications do

17

http://store.steampowered.com/news/8584, August 8, 2012

18

http://store.steampowered.com/news/7231, January 26, 2012

19

http://fortune.com/2014/07/18/the-rise-of-google-play, July 18, 2014

20

http://www.apple.com/pr/library/2014/01/07App-Store-Sales-Top-10-Billion-in-2013.html, January 7, 2014
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not show in the app store revenues. In 2013, global app store revenues were estimated to be $26 billion1, but there are estimates that in three years the revenues
could almost triple to $70 billion21.
Enterprise mobility is a fast growing market (Jin, Deng, & Lea, 2014). Firms
can benefit from MSW-technology, for example, by facilitating the work of their
employees by providing ways for accessing their corporate IT systems using mobile
devices (Picoto, Palma-dos-Reis, & Bélanger, 2010). Especially regularly traveling
employees can benefit of mobile ERP and CRM solutions. MSW can also facilitate
collaboration, communication, and knowledge sharing between employees
(Alqahtani, Watson, & Partridge, 2013).
Governments can also gain value from MSW-technology by building new, and
complementing their existing, e-government solutions. So-called M-government
services have already begun to emerge. Kushchu and Kuscu (2003) define M-government as:
“A strategy and its implementation involving the utilization of all kinds of wireless and mobile technology, services, applications and devices for improving
benefits to the parties involved in e-government including citizens, businesses
and all government units.”
Definition 4: M-government

Palka et al. (2013) identified four types of M-government services: mobile government-to-citizen [mG2C], mobile government-to-business [mG2B], mobile government-to-employee [mG2E], and mobile government-to-government [mG2G].
mG2C consists of services aimed at facilitating citizens’ participation and access to
information. mG2B services are targeted mainly at SMEs in order to facilitate entrepreneurship by decreasing bureaucracy. mG2E services are for government employees whose job includes fieldwork (e.g. police, firefighters, and various inspectors). Lastly, mG2G services are for cross-agency communication and collaboration.
Trimi and Sheng (2008) have listed several advantages provided by M-government. For example, M-government enables government to send time-critical

21

http://venturebeat.com/2014/04/29/mobile-apps-could-hit-70b-in-revenues-by-2017-as-non-

game-categories-take-off, April 29, 2014
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weather and natural disaster alerts (e.g. Japan’s Earthquake Early Warning system). In developing countries, M-government can increase the accessibility of government service and citizen participation, as mobile networks often reach more citizens than wired networks. Wireless networks can also be more cost-effective in
densely populated countries with difficult terrain. Curiously, M-government can
also decrease corruption by introducing e-payment solutions that decrease the use
of physical money. M-government increases the overall efficiency of government
by enabling public servants to easily access and modify information in real-time
and outside the office. M-government initiatives also provide business opportunities for MSW-companies, which are discussed in more detail in Subchapter 3.2.3.

2.4 Trends, innovations and future
Mobile industry is one of the most rapidly developing industries. As the devices
have become powerful enough, and networks are able to provide close to 100Mb/s
speeds, the focus in the industry is slowly shifting from hardware to software. In
addition to technological inventions, service innovations also emerge regularly.

2.4.1 Mobile payment
Gartner22 defines mobile payment as a transaction conducted using a mobile phone
and a payment instrument. The payment instrument can be banking instrument
such as cash, bank account or debit/credit, or stored value account such as
transport card, gift card, Paypal or mobile wallet. The definition excludes transactions using carrier’s billing system and transactions using call-based services.
Schierz, Schilke, and Wirtz (2010) define mobile payment more broadly as:
“[A payment] for goods, services, and bills authorized, initiated, or realized
with a mobile device.”
Definition 5: Mobile payment

Gartner has estimated that of all mobile payments, money transfers, and merchandise purchases accounted for majority with 71% and 21% of the total transaction
value in 2013, respectively7.

22

http://www.gartner.com/it-glossary/mobile-payment, accessed July 13, 2014
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Mobile payment is not a new concept, and mobile payment services based on operator billing have existed since the popularization of SMS in the early 2000s.
However, SMS is clumsy for real-time transactions at places such as shop counters
and subway gates. The success of mobile payment has been predicted already for
more than a decade (Herzberg, 2003), but the most hyped candidate—NFC—ended
up being a disappointment outside Asia (Ondrus, Lyytinen, & Pigneur, 2009).
Although Korea seems to have been the first to experiment with real-time mobile payment systems—KTF’ K-MERCE launched in June 2002, and SKT’s MONETA in November the same year (Park, Han, & Chitharanjandas, 2004)—the introduction of the first widely accepted and adopted commercially successful mobile
payment system had to wait until July 2004 when DoCoMo launched Osaifu-Keitai
service. The service utilized Sony’s FeliCa RFID chips, which had previously been
successfully deployed into Hong Kong’s mass transit system in September 1997.
DoCoMo expanded its already successful i-mode ecosystem (see Subchapter
4.1.3.1) by providing phones embedded with FeliCa chips. The owner of the phone
could then use the phone for paying, for example, transportation tickets and small
purchases in shops by swiping the phone over a FeliCa reader. FeliCa chip could
also be utilized in i-appli Java applications23. (Bradford & Hayashi, 2007)
The payments are often handled by a payment processer such as PayPal. The
payment processers provide various ways for carrying out the actual transactions.
The startups have gained the attention of big E-commerce companies like eBay. In
2013, eBay bought Braintree—founded in 2007—for $800 million 24 , having already bought PayPal—founded in 1998—in 2002 for $1.5 billion25.
More radical payment processing services have also emerged. Bitcoin—a P2P
currency launched in 2009—gained notable traction by then end of 2013, with market capitalization peaking at almost $14 billion from merely $150 million at the

23

https://www.nttdocomo.co.jp/english/binary/pdf/corporate/technology/rd/technical_jour-

nal/bn/vol6_3/vol6_3_024en.pdf, accessed August 20, 2014
24

http://techcrunch.com/2013/09/26/paypal-acquires-payments-gateway-braintree-for-800m-

in-cash, September 26, 2013
25

28

http://news.cnet.com/2100-1017-941964.html, July 8, 2002
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beginning of the same year 26 . The sudden Bitcoin boom was largely driven by
China, who ended up taking the top position in the exchange volumes27. Bitcoin
enables, for example, almost instant global transactions simply by sharing QRcodes. Bitcoin wallet is a private key, which can be stored anywhere—even written
just on an ordinary paper.
Mobile payment has also found its way from consumer solutions to enterprise
solutions. Instead of customer having to carry a mobile device for payment, the
selling side carries a mobile device with a card reader attached to it. Such solutions
began to emerge in 201028,29. Big names in E-commerce industry have since entered the market with their own similar solutions30,31.
In China—the leader in mobile payment volumes and number of users—Alibaba
released a mobile wallet app in January 201332, followed by Bank of China with an
enterprise-side payment solution in December the same year33. More big names in
China’s E-commerce economy have since joined the competition 34. China is the
current leader in the mobile payments revolution. In 2013, mobile transactions
worth $1.58 trillion were made in China35. In Q1/2014, mobile transaction volume
in China grew 255% from the previous year to ¥3.89 trillion Chinese yuan ($623

26

https://blockchain.info/charts/market-cap, accessed August 20, 2014

27

http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303997604579237913301162066, December 4, 2013

28

http://about.intuit.com/about_intuit/press_room/press_release/articles/2010/Com-

pleteCreditCardSolutionForiPhone.html, August 26, 2010
29

http://mashable.com/2010/10/22/square-opens, October 22, 2010

30

http://online.wsj.com/articles/amazon-unveils-mobile-payment-app-and-card-reader-

1407932568, August 13, 2014
31

http://mashable.com/2012/03/15/paypal-takes-on-square-launches-paypal-here-credit-card-reader, March 15, 2012

32

http://www.alizila.com/alipay-introduces-mobile-wallet-app, January 18, 2013

33

http://www.bankofchina.com/en/bocinfo/bi1/201312/t20131225_2750967.html, December 20, 2013

34

http://www.reuters.com/article/2014/04/16/china-baidu-idUSL3N0N80G320140416, April 15, 2014

35

http://www.zdnet.com/cn/china-mobile-payments-climb-to-1-59t-7000026438, February 18, 2014
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billion)36, and the biggest mobile payment service in the world by transaction volume and user base—$150 billion and over 100 million respectively in 2013—is Chinese Alipay, a subsidiary of Alibaba Group37. In September 2014, Alibaba Group
made a world record by having the largest initial public offering in history38.

2.4.2 HTML5
HTML5 has become a popular tool for developing both browser-based and native
apps (Baker & Smith, 2013). Mobile applications developed for one platform do not
generally work on another platform without modifications, with some exceptions
such as Blackberry39 and Jolla40. HTML5 can help in solving the problems associated with supporting multiple platforms.
In December 2012, HTML5 entered Candidate Recommendation phase in the
standardization process of the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) 41. However,
the story of HTML5 started already in 2004, when Mozilla and Opera presented a
proposal for developing a new HTML standard in W3C workshop. At the time, W3C
rejected the proposal because it conflicted with its already chosen XML-based approach. W3C had already started to work on XHTML2, which it hoped to become
the successor for existing HTML and XHTML standards. However, the browser
makers disagreed, and together with Apple they decided to continue their work by
founding the Web Hypertext Application Technology Working Group (WHATWG).
In 2006, W3C changed their mind and decided to participate in the development
of HTML5 standard, while continuing its own work on XHTML2. By 2009, W3C

36

http://www.cnet.com/news/report-mobile-banking-payments-in-china-surge-255-percent-in-q1, May 27, 2014

37

http://blogs.marketwatch.com/thetell/2014/02/10/sorry-paypal-chinas-alipay-is-worlds-no-1, February 10, 2014

38

http://www.reuters.com/article/2014/09/22/us-alibaba-ipo-value-

idUSKCN0HH0A620140922, September 22, 2014
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http://developer.blackberry.com/android, accessed August 21, 2014

40

http://jolla.com/media/documents/MWC_Jolla_announcement_FINAL.pdf, February 21, 2014

41

http://www.w3.org/2012/12/html5-cr, accessed August 20, 2014
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had finally given up on the idea of XML-based replacement for (X)HTML standards, and decided not to renew the charter of XHTML2 Working Group42.
Since 2004, as the work on the specification progressed and browser support
improved, HTML5 has become a popular platform in the MSW-industry—particularly in situations where cross-platform interoperability is required. There are tools
that enable such HTML5native conversion such as Apache Cordova, which is distributed also under the brand PhoneGap43. (Baker & Smith, 2013)

2.4.3 From hand-held to wearable
Wearable devices are anticipated to become the next success in the MSW-industry.
In April 2013, Google released a beta version of Google Glass—eyeglasses with a
small screen powered by Android—to a limited number of enthusiasts44. Since September 2014, Google Glass Explorer Edition has been generally available in Google
Play45.
Google is also getting competitors. Samsung has been penetrating the market
since September 2013 with its Gear smartwatch product line 46. Samsung Gear S
provides interesting possibilities by pairing with Galaxy smartphone, allowing use
of the phone’s features remotely via internet. Sony is planning to release its version
of smart glasses—Android-based SmartEyeglass—for software developers by the
end of fiscal year 201447,48.

42

http://www.cnet.com/news/an-epitaph-for-the-web-standard-xhtml-2, July 8, 2009

43

http://phonegap.com/about/feature, accessed September 29, 2014

44

http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2013/apr/16/google-glass-dent-users-testing, April 16, 2013

45

http://www.cnet.com/news/glass-explorer-edition-goes-on-sale-in-play-store, September 5, 2014

46

http://www.gizmag.com/samsung-gear-s-vs-gear-live-gear-2-neo-gear-fit-galaxy-gear/33602, September 1, 2014

47

http://www.sony.net/SonyInfo/News/Press/201409/14-090E/index.html, September 19, 2014

48

Fiscal year in Japan usually spans from April 1 to March 31—as is the case also with Sony
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3 Business models
This chapter examines the most common business models in the MSW-industry
and their value networks. Non-MSW-companies wishing to benefit from MSWtechnology are not covered. The goal of this chapter is to give an overview of the
common business models and the revenue models associated with them. As the
range of possible business models in the MSW-industry is broad, the business
models are first approached through business model archetypes in Subchapter 3.1.
In Subchapter 3.2, the business models are divided into three top-level categories
based on the type of the customer: business-to-consumer [B2C], business-to-business [B2B], and business-to-government [B2G]. Common revenue models are
then explained in Subchapter 3.3, and value networks are discussed in Subchapter
3.4. Finally, some real-life examples of successful MSW-business models are presented in Subchapter 3.5.

3.1 Business model archetypes
Based on their study from 1998 through 2002 on 10,970 publicly traded American
firms, Malone et al. (2006) came up with four top-level categories for classifying
business models: creator, distributor, landlord, broker. As the core of any business lies in what it sells, the top-level categories are based on ownership rights to
the assets being transformed into revenues. Hence, creator creates an asset, distributor distributes an asset produced by someone else, landlord—also lessor
(Popp, 2011b)—provides the right to use an asset but not own it, and broker acts as
mediator between buyer and seller of an asset. They also found four basic types of
assets: physical, financial, intangible, and human. A company can be hybrid, belong to multiple categories, and exploit multiple types of assets.
The model by Malone et al. (2006) for classifying business models has been
applied to software industry by (Popp, 2011a, 2011b). He divides software business
models into two categories: Software as a Product [SaaP] and Software as a Service [SaaS]. In SaaP, a copy of the software product is delivered to the customer
whereas in SaaS the customer gets access to the product but not the software itself.
Figure 2 shows the possible business model archetypes in the software industry
(Popp, 2011b).
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Types of goods/services offered
Financial

Physical

Intangible

Human

Creator

Entrepreneur

Manufacturer

Inventor

Distributor

Financial trader

Wholesaler, retailer

IP distributor

Lessor

Financial lessor

Physical lessor

IP lessor

Contractor

Broker

Financial broker

Physical broker

IP broker

HR broker

Figure 2: Business model archetype matrix

3.1.1 Creator
A company whose core business is centered on providing goods and/or services is
called creator. Software companies are usually creators of intangible goods (i.e.
inventors). Software companies may also engage in hardware manufacturing, but
seldom in financial services. Some financial services providers do have significant
amount of software development (e.g. payment services providers PayPal and
Braintree), but their main business lies elsewhere than in creating software. (Popp,
2011b)
In the MSW-industry, MSW-companies producing B2C apps are likely the most
visible group of creators. However, also MSW-companies producing B2B software
fall into this category, and do, in fact, generate more revenues than their B2C counterparts (Breslin et al., 2014, p. 12), considering that contracting is a common revenue source for B2B companies, but not so common for B2C companies.

3.1.2 Distributor
A company that sells the products it has itself bought is called distributor. In software industry, a vendor that provides usage rights for another vendor’s software or
sells another vendor’s intellectual property [IP] is called IP distributor. An example for distributing IP in the software industry is original equipment manufacturers [OEMs]. (Popp, 2011b)
Based on the existing studies by for example Breslin et al. (2014), it seems that
distributing MSW is not a common type of business in the MSW-industry, although
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many non-MSW-companies do function as MSW-distributors (e.g. car manufacturers). However, more research is required for gaining an accurate picture of the
MSW-companies functioning as distributors.

3.1.3 Lessor
A company that leases a product is called lessor. In software industry, a company
that licenses software to its customers is called IP lessor. Buying a software product
usually means gaining usage rights to the product but not ownership. Therefore,
likely the majority of the creator companies in the software industry are also lessors. (Popp, 2011b)
Lessor can also “lease” human labor, in which case the MSW-company functions as contractor for another company. In Europe, MSW-contracting generated
€11.5 billion worth of revenues in 2013—almost double of the companies that gain
most of their revenues from app sales, in-app spending for virtual goods, and advertising (Breslin et al., 2014, p. 4). However, very little research has been conducted on MSW-companies functioning as contractors. Most of the research seems
to be still focused on apps companies (i.e. MSW-companies producing apps to be
distributed via app stores), even though majority of the revenues are generated
outside app stores.

3.1.4 Broker
A company that matches buyers with sellers is called broker. Advertisers fall into
the category, and from the software industry, Google is a good example. However,
Google cannot be classified as MSW-company as it does not get its revenues directly from MSW but mainly from advertising. It is unclear how many MSW-companies function as brokers. From non-MSW-companies, for example mobile payment processers, mobile web stores, and mobile trading services providers function
as brokers. Further research is needed on the prevalence of brokering in the MSWindustry.

3.2 MSW-business models by customer type
In this Subchapter, the business models are examined from the viewpoint of customer type. As there does not seem to be extensive studies on the customers of
MSW-companies, the business models are examined from the viewpoint of three
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well-known customer types for MSW-companies: consumers, other businesses,
and governments.

3.2.1 B2C
In B2C MSW-business models, a company produces MSW for consumers and usually sells and distributes it via app stores. It is also a viable option to sell directly to
consumers, as China has proved49. For reasons unknown, Google still has not allowed paid apps to be sold in Google Play in China50.
B2C MSW-business is tough. The majority of companies are hanging below app
poverty line of $500 per app per month, and over 80% of the app store revenues
are from games (Wilcox & Voskoglou, 2014). When it comes to paid apps, it seems
consumers are mainly interested in paying for games. For this reason, B2C MSWbusiness founded on other than games may prove out to be financially challenging.

3.2.2 B2B
MSW-companies may also target enterprise customers instead of consumers. B2B
MSW-business can be based on various types of offerings. One offering category is
mobile enterprise applications [MEAs]. Giessman et al. (2012) define MEA as:
“[An application] designed for and … operated on mobile devices and which
facilitate[s] business users within core and/or support processes of their enterprises.”
Definition 6: Mobile enterprise application

MEAs are hence applications aimed at facilitating the work of company’s employees. However, B2B MSW is not only about MEAs. B2B MSW-companies may also
provide custom MSW designed to become part of the customer company’s product.

49

http://www.techinasia.com/chinese-apps-bypassing-google-play-store-for-android, March 30, 2012

50

https://support.google.com/googleplay/answer/143779?hl=en, accessed September 18, 2014
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3.2.3 B2G
Kushchu and Kuscu (2003) predicted that the E-government initiatives would
eventually expand to consist also of M-government (i.e. government services utilizing mobile technologies). They do not claim that M-government services would
replace the mainly Web-based E-government services but instead complement
them.
E-government services can be classified in the same way as the customers of
MSW-companies. Table 2 shows the common types of E-government service
(Firoozy-Najafabadi & Pashazadeh, 2011; Kushchu & Kuscu, 2003; Palka et al.,
2013). These service types also determine the possible products that MSW-companies can provide for the governments.
 Government-to-business [G2B]
o Declare and pay corporate taxes, handle employees’ taxes and mandatory insurance & social security responsibilities
 Government-to-citizen [G2C]
o Declare taxes, apply for social security, employment & unemployment
services
 Government-to-employee [G2E]
o Support government employees in remote locations and facilitate field
work
 Government-to-government [G2G]
o Government IT-services to public organizations such as municipalities, bureaus, and ministries.
Table 2: Types of E- and M-government services

3.3 Revenue models
Revenue model specifies “how a company is compensated for its goods and services” (Popp, 2011b). Revenue model consists of one or more revenue streams
which define “the way of getting compensation from a good or service provided”
(Hyrynsalmi, Suominen, Mäkilä, Järvi, & Knuutila, 2012). This Subchapter examines common MSW-business revenue models that are exploited in various business
models across the MSW-industry.
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3.3.1 Freemium
The most profitable revenue model in B2C MSW-business has been the so-called
freemium business model (Schoger, 2013). Freemium—composed of free and premium—is defined by Liu, Au, and Choi (2012) as:
“A business model by which a service or a product is offered free of charge, but
a premium is charged for advanced features, functionality, or related products
and services.”
Definition 7: Freemium

Liu et al. (2012) concluded that the adoption of freemium strategy correlates positively with the increasing sales volumes and revenues in Google Play. High sales
rank and good reviews of the free version of an app were found to lead to higher
sales for its paid version. Thus, in order to gain high sales rates for a paid app, in
addition to visibility, it is necessary to have good reviews for the app’s free version.
Freemium is currently by far the most common revenue model in app store apps,
generating also most of the app store revenues (App Annie & IDC, 2014).

3.3.2 Pay per use
In pay per use model—also known as subscription model—users pay for the time
they use the app. However, subscriptions are not generally considered attractive by
users, and the SCP must have very good reasons for using the model in addition to
a strong value proposition. (Vannieuwenborg, Mainil, Verbrugge, Pickavet, &
Colle, 2012)

3.3.3 In-app advertising
A common revenue model is to distribute a free version of the app that includes
advertisements and a premium version that does not include advertisements. The
platforms often provide advertisement functionality (e.g. Google’s AdMob51 or Apple’s iAd52) enabling SCPs to generate revenues by showing third-party ads in their

51

http://www.google.com/ads/admob, accessed November 9, 2014

52

http://advertising.apple.com, accessed November 9, 2014
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apps. However, advertising is generally seen as a poor source of revenues. (Vannieuwenborg et al., 2012)

3.3.4 Pay once & paidmium
In pay once (a.k.a. paid), consumer pays a lump sum and gains unlimited usage
rights to the app. Paidmium is a combination of pay once and in-app purchases. In
paidmium, consumers can buy additional features or content on top of a bought
app. Pay once and paidmium have been recently on the decline as freemium has
gained popularity. Even many of the most profitable paidmium apps have switched
to freemium model (App Annie & IDC, 2014).

3.4 Value networks
Value network analysis has previously been applied to the MSW-industry by de
Reuver, Bouwman, and Haaker (2009), Müller, Kijl, and Martens (2011), and Vannieuwenborg et al. (2012). From the perspective of MNOs, value networks in the
mobile industry have been studied by Li and Whalley (2002) and Peppard and
Rylander (2006).
Vannieuwenborg et al. analyzed the business models of several successful Belgian MSW-companies. In order to gain comprehensive understanding of the business dynamics of the companies, they applied the theory of value networks. Vannieuwenborg et al. define value network as:
“A network of actors, responsible for one or more predefined tasks, which go in
a relationship which each other in order to create value.”
Definition 8: Value network

The concept of value network contains three key elements: roles, actors, and linkages. An actor can function in multiple roles. The roles are divided into key- and
non-key roles. In order to create value by mobile applications, actors functioning
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Key roles

Non-key roles
User

Hosting provider (e.g. IaaS such as Amazon
AWS, or PaaS such as Heroku)

Marketplace

R&D organization (e.g. university)

Concept developer

Market optimizer

Graphical designer

Advertiser

Implementer
Tester

Payment service provider (e.g. Google
Wallet, iTunes Store, PayPal, Braintree)

Supporter

Content provider

Promoter

Internationalizer

Analyzer
App provider/agency

Figure 3: Roles in MSW value network

in key roles are necessary. Non-key roles are supporting roles and hence not considered necessary. Figure 3 presents common roles in the value networks of MSWcompanies.

3.5 Successful MSW-business models
Large amount of research is devoted to the study on corporate success. The purpose
of this Subchapter is to gain insight on the most common successful MSW-business
models. Table 3 shows five attributes appearing in companies behind successful
mobile applications, identified by Gillespie (2014).
1. Recognize your customer
2. Demonstrate that you value your relationship with your customer
3. Create interactions that are inviting and fun
4. Provide information sufficient for making a buy decision
5. Make payment easy
Table 3: The five attributes of successful mobile apps
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Recognizing customer means using existing information about the customer when
the customer begins using the mobile app. Customers should not have to re-enter
any data that they have already entered via other methods. Only the information
necessary for authentication should be required of the customer.
Mobile technology provides new ways for facilitating interactions with customer. Valuing customer can be achieved for example by occasionally giving coupons or offers related to previous purchases. Buying process, tracking deliveries,
and such should be made as smooth as possible in order to give customer the impression that the company is constantly thinking of how to make customer’s life
easier.
In addition to games, also other types of apps should incorporate features that
make them fun and inviting to use. Personalization is one way to make the app
inviting—and in some cases fun—to use. However, being fun and inviting should
not hinder the usability of the app.
From the revenue perspective, it is crucial that the payment process works
smoothly. The easier the payment process, the more customers buy. Many app users feel uncomfortable inserting their credit card data on mobile device, so also
other payment methods should be provided.
App Annie and IDC (2014) asked SCPs what they consider key points for app
monetization. The recommendations by the SCPs are shown in

Table 4.

1. Start early—Determine revenue streams before, not after, building the app
2. Value proposition—Make sure the app provides value to users and customers
3. App discovery—Make sure people find the app
4. User acquisition—Aim at user base large enough to generate enough revenues
5. App usage—Engage users
6. Ad sales channel—Find the right ad network for the app
7. Ad content—Show ads relevant to users
8. User experience—Do not let revenue model degrade user experience
9. Track, analyze, research, optimize—Measure, iterate, and improve the
revenue model, and monitor market trends
Table 4: Recommendations for successful MSW-business
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4 The MSW-ecosystem
This chapter aims to describe the core elements of the MSW-ecosystem. Subchapter 4.1 presents the major platforms, followed by app stores in Subchapter 4.2.
Common device types are presented in Subchapter 4.3.
Before starting to examine the MSW-ecosystem, a definition should be formulated. The idea of applying the biological concept of ecosystem to business world
was first put forward by Moore (1993). Moore suggests “a company be viewed not
as a member of a single industry but as part of a business ecosystem that crosses
a variety of industries.” He defined business ecosystem as “An economic community supported by a foundation of interacting organizations and individuals”
(Moore, 1996, p. 26).
Some of the first researchers to study software ecosystems were Messerschmitt
and Szyperski (2003), although they did not provide a clear definition. Hanssen
and Dybå (2012) define software ecosystem as “a networked community of

organizations or actors, which base their relations to each other on a common interest in the development and use of a central software technology.”
Bosch (2009) defines software ecosystem as “the set of software solu-

tions that enable, support and automate the activities and transactions by the
actors in the associated social or business ecosystem and the organizations that
provide these solutions.”
Jansen, Finkelstein, and Brinkkemper (2009) define software ecosystem as “a

set of businesses functioning as a unit and interacting with a shared market
for software and services, together with the relationships among them.”
Bosch’s definition approaches from technical perspective, whereas Jansen et
al.’s definition approaches from business perspective. Bosch’s definition is considered too narrow, as a software ecosystem does not only cover software solutions
but also variety of organizations and actors such as software developers, businesses, and governments. Jansen et al.’s definition recognizes the businesses and
their interaction as core elements of a software ecosystem, but it fails to recognize
other types of organizations (e.g. governments) and actors (e.g. users and individual developers). Hanssen and Dybå begin the definition from a networked community and emphasize a central software technology. Their definition also covers not
only software solutions and businesses, but also other types of organizations and
4 | The MSW-ecosystem
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actors. For example, standardization bodies play an important role in software ecosystems, as they provide many core standards that industry will then follow. Due
to this broader inclusion of the relevant elements in software ecosystems, definition by Hanssen and Dybå is used as the basis for defining MSW-ecosystem:
A networked community of organizations and actors that base their relations
to each other on a common interest in the development and use of mobile software technology.
Definition 9: Mobile software ecosystem

The definition applies to both the global MSW-ecosystem (i.e. the MSW-ecosystem) and each particular MSW-ecosystem formed around a particular MSW-platform.
Ecosystems can be examined in several levels. For example, Finnish and Japanese MSW-ecosystems can be studied as two distinct local MSW-ecosystems,
which can differ in respect to variables such as MNOs, platform popularity, and
maturity of the MSW-companies. Ecosystems formed around a particular platform
can be also studied on global level (e.g. the global sales of iOS/Android apps). Ecosystems can also be studied on meta-level.
This chapter examines MSW-ecosystems first on meta-level by identifying the
main elements of any MSW-ecosystem (platforms, app stores, hardware/software
providers, etc.) with the goal of giving an overall picture of MSW-ecosystems. The
main elements are covered in the top-level chapters. Well-known instances of each
main element are covered in the respective subchapters.
The global mobile ecosystem has previously been studied by Basole and Karla
(2011) and Xia, Rost, and Holmquist (2010). The main difference between mobile
ecosystem and MSW-ecosystem is scope. Mobile ecosystem covers all the organizations and actors sharing common interest in mobile technology, whereas MSWecosystem, as defined in Definition 9, sets the focus on MSW-technology. However,
this does not mean that the definition categorically rules out companies such as
hardware manufacturers. As long as a company has “interest in the development
and use of mobile software technology”, it is considered part of MSW-ecosystem.
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4.1 Platforms
This subchapter presents the major platforms in the MSW-ecosystem. A platform
is considered MSW-platform if it allows conducting MSW-business as defined in
Definition 2. Platforms are coordinated by platform providers such as Apple and
Google. Each platform provider is covered under the chapter for the respective
platform. The purpose is not to go too much into technical details of each platform
but to give an overview of their history and current significance in the ecosystem.
From a more technical perspective, platforms have studied for example by Lettner
et al. (2012).
According to Ballon and Walravens (2008), “A platform coordinates interactions between two or more distinct groups of stakeholders and is able to internalize the externalities created by one group for the other group.” Becker et al. (2012)
divide the platform models into two top-level categories: portal-based and devicecentric models. Portal-based models are further divided into telco-centric and aggregator-centric model, while device-centric models are divided into closed and
open technology models.
In terms of operating system platforms, the global smartphone market is as of
2014 clearly a game of two—78.4% of the smartphones sold in 2013 had Google’s
Android OS while 15.6% had Apple’s iOS3. Although Microsoft has been able to increase the share of its Windows Phone OS, it is still relatively insignificant player
with 3.2% share. BlackBerry seems to follow Symbian’s fate, with its share dropping below 2% in 2014 from 20% in 200953. Figure 4shows the market shares of
the mobile operating systems of the smartphones sold in the second quarter of
201454.
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http://www.statista.com/statistics/263439/global-market-share-held-by-rim-smartphones, accessed July 27, 2014
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http://www.idc.com/prodserv/smartphone-os-market-share.jsp, accessed November 10, 2014
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2,5 %

0,5 %

0,7 %

11,7 %

Android
iOS
Windows Phone
BlackBerry OS

Others

84,6 %

Figure 4: Mobile OS market shares, Q2/2014

However, the mobile OS market in Finland is a game of three: Windows Phone,
Android, and iOS each had around 30% share of the devices sold in 201355. The
high popularity of Windows Phone compared to the rest of the world is likely a
result of Nokia’s switch from Symbian to Windows Phone in 2011. However, Android is catching up and is expected to reach 50% market share in 201456.

4.1.1 Device-centric closed technology platforms
The device-centric closed technology platform model is based on devices running
compatible closed source operating systems. The model usually includes an app
store operated by the platform provider, but also third-party app stores are possible.
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http://www.marketvisio.fi/fi/ajankohtaista/uutiset-marketvisio/1703-windows-phone-

noussut-suomen-johtavaksi-lypuhelinalustaksi, June 7, 2013
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4.1.1.1 Symbian
Although Symbian is not anymore a significant platform in the MSW-ecosystem, it
is covered because of its historical significance for the ecosystem. Although Symbian ended up being open-sourced, it is covered under this Subchapter because it
was closed source during its time as the dominant platform. Before Apple’s iPhone
entered the smartphone market, Nokia’s Symbian was the dominant mobile phone
platform with close to 70% market share57. Between 2000 and 2010, Symbian was
shipped in almost 450 million mobile phones.
Symbian has a long history that begins in 1980s when a British PDA manufacturer Psion was developing a multitasking operating system called EPOC for its
PDA devices. In 1998, Nokia, Ericsson, Motorola, and Psion joined forced and
formed Symbian Ltd., which became responsible for licensing Symbian OS to
handset makers. The story of Symbian Ltd. ended in November 2008 when Nokia
completed the acquisition by buying the remaining 52.1% of the shares. As the successor to Symbian Ltd., Nokia established Symbian Foundation together with its
partners. Symbian was then open-sourced through the foundation in February
2010, when all of the source code was made available to the public. (West & Wood,
2013)
The acquisition of Symbian Ltd. and the open sourcing occurred after Google’s
November 2007 announcement58 regarding Android and the forming of consortium around it, known as Open Handset Alliance. Apple had also been gaining market share at alarming rate since June 2007. Open sourcing failed to save Symbian,
and the platform was finally ditched by Nokia when its first non-Finnish CEO, Canadian Microsoft manager Stephen Elop, gave the infamous “burning platform”
speech internally to the firm’s employees in February 2011 59. The speech, which
soon leaked to the public, was the final nail to the coffin of the once most popular
mobile platform.
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http://www.canalys.com/newsroom/smart-mobile-device-shipments-hit-118-million-2007-53-

2006, February 5, 2008
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http://googleblog.blogspot.fi/2007/11/wheres-my-gphone.html, November 5, 2007
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platform-memo, February 9, 2011
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The demise of Symbian can be attributed to many reasons. Symbian was heavily
centered on Nokia even though Nokia attempted to lure other manufacturers into
the ecosystem. The problem with this approach is that the platform leader (in this
case Nokia) will always have advantage as a device manufacturer over the other
manufacturers, which discourages other manufacturers to join the ecosystem.
Google took different approach by concentrating on the software-side of the platform and leaving the hardware-side mostly to other companies. Apple and BlackBerry, on the other hand, took more rigid approach by keeping full control of the
whole platform, including devices. In contrast to Apple, Nokia’s huge selection of
Symbian devices made it very difficult for the SCPs to support all the devices. Apple
and BlackBerry SCPs, on the other hand, had to support only a few devices. By discouraging both SCPs and other device manufacturers from contributing to the platform, and by failing to provide a well-functioning app store60, Nokia failed to create
a vibrant MSW-ecosystem around Symbian. According to West and Wood (2013),
Nokia and Symbian lacked the platform experience of Apple and Microsoft in terms
of managing a general purpose computing platform.
4.1.1.2 iOS
Of device-centric platforms, iOS is a good example of closed technology platforms.
iOS is a closed source operating system for Apple’s mobile devices, such as iPhone,
iPad, and iPod. The first public version of iOS became available with the release of
the first iPhone in June 29, 2007. The first version lacked a feature that eventually
became one of the most distinguishing elements of the MSW-ecosystem: app store.
Initially, only built-in apps were available, but this problem was fixed in July 2008
with the introduction of iPhone OS 2.0 and App Store.61
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The market share of iOS has varied between 14% and 20% between 2009 and
201462. The share of iOS has been slowly decreasing since the beginning of 201263,
but iOS continues to enjoy support from app developers, with third of the developers preferring iOS over other MSW-platforms (Wilcox & Voskoglou, 2014). The
continuing popularity of iOS—despite Android’s market share nearing 90%—can
be explained with several factors. First, Apple has built a loyal consumer base64
that buys the newest iPhones regardless of the actual new features65. Secondly, iOS
provides SCPs higher revenue potential than Android despite its significantly
smaller user base66.
4.1.1.3 Windows Phone
Windows Phone is the successor for Windows Mobile, retaining the same version
numbering. The first devices of the Windows Phone series went sale on October 21,
201067. The version numbering began from 7, continuing from Windows Mobile
6.5. Windows Phone 7 was based on Windows CE kernel68, which turned out to be
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a flop69,70, and was consequently abandoned in the next major version in favor of
modified Windows NT kernel71.
Although Windows Phone has been able to overtake BlackBerry in market
share, both have been losing market share for years. The acquisition of Nokia’s mobile device business, however, gives signal of Microsoft’s determination to develop
the ecosystem. Windows Phone 8 shares many components with Windows 8 and
aims at deeper integration between mobile and desktop Windows. However, Windows 8 failed to meet expectations, and Windows 10 is planned as the next evolutionary step. Windows 10 is expected to have even deeper integration between different platforms72.
4.1.1.4 BlackBerry OS
The first version of BlackBerry OS became available to the public in 1999 with the
release of RIM 850 Wireless Handheld—a pager with a QWERTY keypad73. However, the first device with a touchscreen had to wait until the end of 2008, when
BlackBerry Storm was released. At the time, BlackBerry OS did not yet have own
app store. Apple had launched App Store in July 2008, and Google had followed in
August the same year with its Android Market (Google Play since March 2012).
RIM finally launched its own app store, BlackBerry App World (BlackBerry World
since January 2013), in April 2009, followed the next month by Nokia’s Ovi Store
(Nokia Store since May 2011)74.
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In April 2010, RIM announced the acquisition of QNX Software Systems, a company known for its real-time operating system (RTOS), QNX75. QNX is used in demanding settings, such as managing nuclear plants and unmanned aerial drones 76.
The acquisition led to the introduction of QNX-based operating system—BlackBerry Tablet OS—which was released in April 2011 running on BlackBerry PlayBook. The next phase in the QNX initiative was BlackBerry 10, which is based on
the tablet OS.
The future of BlackBerry may depend on the success of its QNX-based product
line. QNX fits well in embedded environments, and even Apple’s CarPlay is built
on BlackBerry’s QNX77.

4.1.2 Device-centric open technology platforms
4.1.2.1 Android
Android emerged into mainstream when HTC released the first Android
smartphone, HTC Dream, in October 22, 200878. The story of Android, however,
began already in 2003, when Android Inc. was founded by Andy Rubin, Rich
Miner, Nick Sears, and Chris White. In August 2005, Android Inc. was acquired by
Google, and Rubin moved to Google to head Android development.
Two weeks before acquisition by Google, Rubin had also negotiated with Samsung, but he was laughed out by the executives, who did not believe in the potential
of Rubin and his team of only six engineers79. Rubin stepped down as the head of
Android in March 2013, and he was replaced by Sundar Pichai, who had previously
managed—among other Google projects—the development of Chrome browser80.
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Android, with market share closing 90%, is the clear platform leader in the MSWindustry, having only iOS as a serious competitor. Android’s biggest disadvantage
over iOS is the difficulty of generating revenue with apps. App Annie estimated that
App Store was able to generate 85% more revenue than Google Play in Q1/2014 81.
One of the reasons for Android’s problem may be the inability to charge for Google
Play apps in China. On the other hand, it should be noted that there are large numbers of local Chinese Android app stores that do not usually show in statistics.
4.1.2.2 Tizen
After Nokia quit the MeeGo project in 2011, Samsung and Intel took the initiative
to merge MeeGo with less known LiMo platform, thus giving birth to Tizen82. In
2012, LiMo Foundation changed its name to Tizen Association and has since been
promoting Tizen for device manufacturers and open source community83.
Like Android, Tizen is an open source operating system based on Linux kernel
and mainly targeted for mobile devices. One notable difference from Android is the
heavy reliance on HTML5 84 . Several smartwatches from Samsung are running
Tizen (see Subchapter 2.4.3), and more Tizen devices are expected to be released.

4.1.3 Portal-based platforms
4.1.3.1 i-mode
DoCoMo’s i-mode is a successful example of a telco-centric portal-based model.
The model is based on a portal operated by an MNO. As a platform operator, the
MNO acts as a mediator between mobile customers and SCPs.
i-mode was revolutionary in the history of MSW, allowing content providers to
deliver free and paid content through a menu available in i-mode compatible
phones. Payments are handled by DoCoMo for a 9% fee through ordinary phone
bills, leaving content providers with 91 % of the revenue—significantly higher share
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than in today’s app stores. The network billing is based on transmission volume
instead of time spent online, as was the case with WAP. This motivates consumers
to spend more time online and occasionally making small purchases.
Due to the low Internet penetration in Japan at the time of the launch, DoCoMo
avoided mentioning Internet when marketing i-mode to the public. Thus, i-mode
was not marketed as a new fancy technology, but as a new content service. In fact,
i-mode service was designed by a woman without technology background85—extremely exceptional in Japanese technology industry in terms of both gender and
educational background. i-mode is based on C-HTML, a subset HTML, whereas
WAP was based on WML, a subset of XML. Choosing C-HTML instead of the more
standard WML may have been one reason why DoCoMo was able to attract large
number of content providers, as C-HTML is claimed to be easier to learn than WML
(Woo & Jang, 2008). By attracting content providers, i-mode became a way for
accessing content that the Japanese in large numbers found useful and were willing
to pay for. (Ishii, 2004; Peltokorpi, Nonaka, & Kodama, 2007)
i-appli is based on a compact version of Sun Microsystems’ Java 2 programming
environment (J2ME), and the first i-appli compatible phones were also “the
world’s first mobile phones to have true Java capabilities” (Natsuno, 2003, p. 84).
i-appli provided a mature platform for delivering commercial mobile applications
to consumers, and in fact it seems to be the very first mobile application store. In
October 2001, DoCoMo further improved its offering by introducing the first commercial 3G network86. For the fiscal year that ended on March 31, 2001, DoCoMo’s
i-mode service generated revenues worth 3 billion euros87. (Barnes, 2001; Ishii,
2004; Krikke, 2003; Nielsen & Mahnke, 2003)
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4.1.3.2 Facebook Apps
Facebook is an example of aggregator-centric portal-based platform. The aggregator-centric portal-based platform model is similar to the telco-centric model, but
unlike in telco-centric model, it is operated by a third-party independent of MNOs.
Facebook is a social networking website launched in February 2004. It has
around 1 billion users, of which 80% outside the United States (Claussen,
Kretschmer, & Mayrhofer, 2013). Facebook’s website is the second most popular in
the world after Google88. Although not often understood as a MSW-platform or as
a mobile company, Facebook generates majority of its revenues from mobile ads89.
Users access Facebook via web page or app, and Facebook has full control on the
information and ads presented to the users.
Third-party SCPs have been able to publish apps for Facebook Platform since
May 2007. Facebook apps can utilize information about the users’ social networks.
Facebook also facilitates integration with mobile apps, and many Facebook apps
can even be downloaded from App Store and Google Play. Facebook apps can generate revenues by advertisements and in-app transactions. (Claussen et al., 2013)

4.2 App stores
App stores form the central part of the MSW-ecosystem. They are also the distinguishing feature of the MSW-industry when compared to other software industries.
App stores provide a global distribution channel for MSW-companies, enabling
rapid growth seen in cases such as Supercell and GungHo.
Although popularized by Apple’s App Store, which was launched in July 2008,
mobile app stores have existed at least since 2001. The title of the first app store
most likely goes to DoCoMo’s i-appli, which was launched in Japan in January
2001 (see Subchapter 2.1). However, the global breakthrough of app stores had to
wait until 2008. Since the launch of App Store, many similar app stores have
emerged. Recently app stores have been shifting from one mobile platform to supporting several mobile and even non-mobile platforms.
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Before beginning to examine app stores, a definition should be formulated. Jansen
and Bloemendal (2013) define app store as:
“An online curated marketplace that allows developers to sell and distribute
their products to actors within one or more multi-sided software platform ecosystems.”
Definition 10: App store

Curated marketplace means that there is some instance (i.e. curator) responsible
for the acceptance and organization of the selection of apps available at the marketplace. The curator is often the same instance that is responsible for the platform,
such as Google or Apple. The curator can enforce strict quality standards on the
accepted apps (e.g. Apple) or delegate the quality control more to the app developers (e.g. Google). Multi-sided means “enabling direct interactions between two (or
more) distinct types of affiliated customers”
Non-mobile app stores have also existed for more than a decade. The popular
online game store Steam—launched in September 2003—enabled Valve to update
its online games—at the time, mainly Counter-Strike—by push approach instead of
the traditional pull approach in which user has to download and install game
patches manually. In addition to delivering patches, Steam enabled Valve to sell its
own games—and theoretically, any kind of content—online instead of having to
produce physical game boxes to be sold in game stores. Eventually Valve opened
its store also for other SCPs, and expanded from PC to other platforms, making it
one of the most popular online game stores90.
Figure 5 shows the timeline of app stores91. This subchapter covers some of the
most common app stores, including a brief look at the Chinese app stores.
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• App Store (Apple)
2008 • Android Market (Google)
• BlackBerry App World (RIM)
2009 • Ovi Store (Nokia)

2010
2011

• Windows Phone Marketplace (Microsoft)

• Amazon Appstore (Amazon)

Figure 5: Timeline of app stores

4.2.1 App Store
Apple’s App Store was launched on July 10, 2008. App Store traces its roots back
to 1993, to the introduction of Paget Press’s CD-ROM-based software application
catalog—Electronic AppWrapper—targeting NeXTSTEP operating system

92

.

NeXTSTEP was developed by NeXT, a company founded in 1985 by Steve Jobs after he had been forced out of Apple due to internal power struggle, only to come
back in 1996 as an advisor and rise up as the CEO of Apple in 1997. Although DoCoMo’s i-mode is likely the first ever app store (see Subchapter 4.1.3.1), it was Electronic AppWrapper that laid the groundwork for what was to become the first globally accessible and commercially successful app store. Prior to App Store, apps were
mainly distributed through portals operated by device manufacturers, MNOs,
SCPs, and individual developers (Kim, Park, Kim, & Lee, 2014).
App Store generates most of the global app store revenues81. In 2013, App Store
generated $10 billion in revenues of which SCPs get 70% share20. Although Google
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Play has more downloads—45% more in Q1/2014—the users of iPhones are much
more willing to pay for apps.

4.2.2 Google Play
Google Play, known as Android Market before March 6, 2012 93, is the Google’s
marketplace for Android apps. It was announced on August 28, 2008 shortly after
Apple had launched its App Store on July 10. However, unlike App Store, Android
Market did not include support for paid apps when the store was launched on October 22, 2008. Support for paid apps was added in February 200994.
Like App Store, Google Play takes 30% from the revenue generated by the apps.
In 2013, Google Play generated an estimated $1.3 billion in revenues19. The generated revenue is surprisingly low, considering that Android’s mobile OS market
share is nearing 85% (Figure 4). If proportionally the same amount of money would
be spent on Google Play apps as in App Store apps, Google Play should generate
revenues of around $80 billion. Unfortunately, no research on the disproportionately small revenue generated by Google Play was found.

4.2.3 Amazon Appstore
In March 2011, Amazon launched its own Android app store. In addition to providing E-commerce services, Amazon sells Kindle e-book readers. Kindles can run
most Android applications, which enables Amazon to make business by integrating
the app store with Kindle. Amazon Appstore is in some cases able to generate more
revenues than Google Play, and is thus a competitor that should be taken seriously.
Furthermore, Amazon Appstore, with support for paid apps, has been launched in
China ahead of Google Play95. (Hezemans, 2014)
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http://googleblog.blogspot.fi/2012/03/introducing-google-play-all-your.html, March 6, 2012
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http://android-developers.blogspot.fi/2009/02/android-market-update-support-for.html, February 13, 2009
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http://www.reuters.com/article/2013/05/06/us-amazon-china-appstore-

idUSBRE94504520130506, May 6, 2013
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4.2.4 Chinese app stores
The Chinese MSW-ecosystem is very fragmented and differs significantly from the
rest of the global ecosystem. There are hundreds of app stores in China, and even
dozens of popular ones. Some of the most popular app stores are Baidu, 360 Mobile
Assistant, and Tencent96. Google Play does not allow paid apps in China, which is
likely one of the reasons for its low popularity. Figure 6 shows the most common
types of app distribution channels in China.

9%

9%

Third party app stores
(Baidu, 360, etc.)
OEM preinstalls
(Samsung, Xiaomi, etc.)

27 %

55 %

Google Play
Carrier stores (China
Mobile, etc.)

Figure 6: App distribution channels in China

The sources of revenues for MSW-companies in China differ from rest of the world.
Carrier billing is still popular and actually by far the most common revenue source.
Figure 7 shows the distribution of app revenues in China.
Alipay
7%
Ads
18 %

Carrier billing
75 %
Figure 7: Revenue sources in China
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https://www.techinasia.com/as-chinas-smartphone-users-bypass-google-baidu-is-top-source-

of-android-app-downloads, June 26, 2014
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4.3 Devices
MSW-business is centered on mobile consumer devices that provide user the ability to install third party commercial software. Currently, such devices can be divided mostly into two categories: smartphones and tablets (a.k.a. pads).
This subchapter examines some of the major device types that have steered the
evolution of the MSW-industry, although wearable devices have already been discussed in Subchapter 2.4.3, and are not covered in this chapter.

4.3.1 Smartphones
The first ever device that can be called smartphone—IBM Simon Personal Communicator—was released already in 199497, although the first ever smartphone to be
marketed as such was the first Symbian phone, Ericsson R380 98, released in September 2000 (West & Wood, 2013).
It is difficult to overemphasize the significance of the first iPhone and App Store
for the phenomenal emergence growth of MSW-business and hence the MSW-industry. iPhone did not have groundbreaking technological innovations, but it combined existing technology into a single product with revolutionary usability and design. Most of iPhone’s features had already existed in other smartphones, but iPhone was the first smartphone that combined those features behind easy-to-use interfaces
There has been extensive amount of analysis and speculation as to why iPhone
became the device that revolutionized the smartphone industry, and thus gave the
impetus for emergence of MSW-business as a separate form of software business.
Since iPhone, MSW-ecosystem has expanded to cover also tablets, phablets,
laplets, smartwatches, and smartglasses and other mobile devices. This subchapter
presents the major devices that have steered the evolution of the MSW-industry.
The smartphone manufacturing industry has experienced radical changes in recent years. Several manufacturers have had dramatic losses in market shares (e.g.
Nokia and BlackBerry), and new less known manufacturers have emerged in the
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http://www.androidauthority.com/ibm-simon-birthday-134255, November 26, 2012
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http://www.ericsson.com/ericsson/corpinfo/publications/review/2001_01/132.shtml, accessed August 21, 2014
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top-charts. Figure 899,100 shows the market shares of the new smartphones shipped
in the third quarter of 2014. Chinese manufacturers are gaining market shares, and
Xiaomi is challenging Apple for the position of the second largest manufacturer.
There are even claims that Xiaomi is intentionally imitating iPhones in order to
attract iPhone users101.
Samsung
23 %

Others
46 %
Apple
11 %
Xiaomi
5%
Huawei LG Lenovo
5%
5%
5%
Figure 8: Market shares of shipped new smartphones, Q3/2014

4.3.2 Tablets, phablets, and laplets
The concept of tablets is not new. It was conceptualized already in 1968 by famous
computer scientist Alan Kay, who also coined the well-known phrase: “The best
way to predict the future is to invent it.”102 Many have since tried to implement
what Kay envisioned.
Major milestone in the evolution of tablets and its relatives was the release of
Android-based Kindle e-book reader by Amazon. In November 19 2007, Amazon
released a tablet named Kindle targeting e-book readers. Amazon has since expanded the ecosystem around Kindle devices by launching own app store (see Subchapter 4.2.3). Apple followed Amazon in The first version of iPad was released in
April 2010 by releasing its own version of tablet—iPad.
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http://www.reuters.com/article/2014/10/23/huawei-tech-smartphones-

idUSL3N0SF1F320141023, October 23, 2014
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http://www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=prUS25224914, October 29, 2014
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http://www.businessinsider.com/xiaomi-copying-apple-2014-7, July 31, 2014
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http://www.edibleapple.com/2010/04/30/from-alan-kays-dynabook-to-the-apple-ipad, April 30, 2010
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Phablets and laplets differ from tablets mainly in the size of screen. Phablet—portmanteau of phone and tablet—has bigger screen than typical smartphone but
smaller than laptops. Laplet—portmanteau of laptop tablet—on the other hand has
bigger screen than tablet but smaller than laptop.
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5 Software Industry Survey 2013
In this chapter, a survey conducted on Finnish software industry is analyzed in order to find an answer to the research question “What challenges for growth do
Finnish MSW-companies face?” First, an overview of the survey is presented in
Subchapter 5.1. Then, the methodology for analyzing the growth challenges is presented in Subchapter 5.2. As a contextual basis for discussing growth challenges, a
quick look to literature regarding corporate growth and success is given in Subchapter 5.3. Growth challenges according to the survey are presented in Subchapter 5.4, and conclusions are drawn in Subchapter 5.3.

5.1 Overview of the survey
The survey was conducted by Aalto University’s Software Business Lab (SBL)103 in
spring 2013. The survey was conducted as part of Kasvufoorumi 2013 (Eng.
“Growth Forum 2013”)104, which is an event organized yearly since 2008 by the
Finnish software industry in order to promote growth of software industry in Finland. (Peltonen, Rönkkö, & Mutanen, 2014)
The data were collected by sending survey forms by mail to 4878 Finnish software companies, of whom 379 returned fully or partly completed response forms
either electronically or by returning the physical form. The data collection started
in April and ended in June 2013. Regarding number of employees, the median of
the responded firms is 5 while the average is 24. 99% of the respondents have 280
employees or less.
The survey contains questions about various topics regarding the software company. Numerical data was gathered on corporate revenues and the distribution of
the revenues between different sources (e.g. product licenses, SaaS services,
maintenance contracts, etc.). It was also asked which platforms the company is developing software for or planning to develop. The answers to these questions were
important factor in determining which respondents could be classified as MSW-
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companies. Growth was an important topic in the survey, spanning eighteen questions regarding the challenges faced by the company.

5.2 Methodology for analysis
The data gathered by the survey is quantitative in nature, and thus a quantitative
approach was chosen for the analysis. From the original research question, two additional questions of interest are derived:
1. Do MSW- and non-MSW-companies face the same growth challenges?
2. What are the growth challenges faced by MSW-companies?
First, those with fully completed responses to the 18 growth-related questions are
selected. These are then grouped into MSW- and non-MSW-companies based on
whether they had answered having development for any of the mobile platforms.
Although companies can have different degrees of development for the mobile platforms, based on the survey data it is not possible to say how much development
resources are allocated for each platform or how the revenues are distributed between the platforms. After dividing the companies into two groups, the groups were
analyzed by performing Mann-Whitney U test with the following null hypothesis:
 The growth challenges of MSW-companies do not differ from those of nonMSW-companies
Because the parameters—the growth challenges—are not normal distributed,
Mann-Whitney U test was chosen instead of Student’s t-test due to its better accuracy on non-normal distributed data. (Fay & Proschan, 2010; Hodges & Lehmann,
1963; Mann & Whitney, 1947)

5.3 Growth and success in the literature
No generally accepted definition for success exists (Rogoff, Lee, & Suh, 2004).
Growth in sales is a common metric for firm’s success, but there is disagreement
on whether it is actually a good metric (Kiviluoto, 2013; Mauboussin, 2012).
Success of a company is closely related to the faced growth challenges. Like success factors, a large number of possible growth challenges can be identified. Also
the growth challenges vary by industry—software companies have different challenges than manufacturing companies, for example (Miettinen, 2009).
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Literature on the factors contributing to firm’s success is ample. The list of potential success factors is large and measuring all of them can be challenging and unproductive. In order to narrow down the list of potential success factors into a more
meaningful subset, a theory on Critical Success Factors [CSFs] was developed by
Rockart (1979), based on earlier research on success factors by Daniel (1961). CSFs
are the key areas in which satisfactory results ensure successful competitive performance for the organization. CSFs can be derived from four main sources shown
in Table 5.
1. Structure of the particular industry
2. Competitive strategy, industry position, and geographic location
3. Environmental factors
4. Temporal factors
Table 5: The four main sources of CSFs

No literature was found on the CSFs of MSW-companies. Feng et al. (2006) have
applied the theory on CSFs to M-commerce companies. They approach M-commerce company’s success from the perspective of technology acceptance by applying Technology Acceptance Model [TAM] developed by Davis (1989). By using
TAM model, Feng et al. identified ten CSFs for M-commerce companies, which are
shown in Table 6.
1. Business model
2. Content innovation
3. Business support
4. Leisure time support
5. System and content quality
6. Trust
7. Support
8. UI design
9. Initial and operating costs
10. Availability of technology and support infrastructure
Table 6: Ten CSFs of M-commerce companies
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5.4 Growth challenges according to the survey
The survey contained 18 fields under the question ”Do the following factors limit
the growth of your company?” Each field contained an answer choice on a Likert
scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). The analysis was performed
on the 266 of total 379 respondents who had fully answered the 18 growth-related
questions. By running Mann-Whitney U test with significance level 0.05, it was
found out that that two growth challenges are considered significantly less relevant
for MSW-companies. According to the survey, MSW-companies have fewer problems with developing their professional skills than other SW companies (Figure 9).
They also claim to be better networked to central players on the market than the
others (Figure 10).

Figure 9: "Challenge in developing our skills"
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Figure 10: "We are not well enough networked with central players"

MSW-companies also considered “The increasing complexity of management
caused by growth” as slightly lesser of a challenge than did non-MWS companies,
although the difference was not statistically significant. Answers to the rest 15 of
the 18 fields did not differ noticeably, which implies that MSW- and non-MSWcompanies mostly face the same growth challenges.
Three growth challenges were found out to affect both MSW- and non-MSWcompanies significantly: the shortcomings in sales and marketing skills (Figure 11),
the difficulty of gaining customers due to small size (Figure 12), and the poor availability of able sales and marketing employees (Figure 13).
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Figure 11: "We have shortcomings in our sales and marketing skills"

Figure 12: "Our firm is too small to sign up the clients we pursue"
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Figure 13: "The poor availability of able sales and marketing employees"

5.5 Conclusions
The survey results indicate that MSW-companies are better equipped to face some
challenges. According to the survey results, MSW-companies have less difficulty in
developing their employees’ skills than other SW companies. MSW-companies also
feel they are better networked with other actors in the industry. However, most of
the growth challenges (15 out of 18) are same for both MSW- and non-MSW-companies. This leads to the conclusion that MSW- and non-MSW-companies mostly
experience similar challenges.
Three growth challenges had statistically significant impact on all Finnish SW
companies: the shortcomings in sales and marketing skills, poor availability of able
sales and marketing employees, and the difficulty of gaining customers due to small
size. In summary, Finnish SW companies have difficulties with sales and marketing
on many levels, and the small size of companies makes it difficult to gain new clients. The findings are summarized in Table 7.
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Growth challenge

Challenge in developing our skills
We are not well enough networked
with central players
We have shortcomings in our sales
and marketing skills
Our firm is too small to sign up the
clients we pursue
The poor availability of able sales and
marketing employees

Finding

Less challenging for MSW-companies
Less challenging for MSW-companies

Challenge for all SW companies

Challenge for all SW companies

Challenge for all SW companies

Table 7: Findings from Software Industry Survey 2013

The fact that also MSW-companies feel their small size as a problem seems counterintuitive, considering that app stores are a popular distribution channel in the
MSW-industry, giving direct access to global markets. This leads to a hypothesis
that the app stores are not actually important distribution channels for Finnish
MSW-companies.
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6 The growth challenges in the Finnish MSW-industry
The MSW-industry is a rapidly advancing industry, which sets some limitations on
the research methods. MSW-companies differ greatly from each other; one provides GUIs for devices installed in automobiles, another provides electronic point
card service for consumer businesses. The common factor for all MSW-companies
is that they provide software solutions centered on mobile devices. Multiple case
study approach was chosen in order to gain broad enough understanding of the
challenges faced in the industry.
In Chapter 0, a quantitative analysis was performed on Software Industry Survey 2013 data in order to find answers to the first research question, “What challenges for growth do Finnish MSW-companies face?” In order to gain deeper understanding of these challenges, a case study was conducted in order to answer the
second research question, “How have Finnish MSW-companies faced the growth
challenges?”
In this chapter, the growth challenges of Finnish MSW-companies are studied
by performing a multiple case study consisting of semi-structured theme interviews performed on a group of four Finnish MSW-companies. First, the research
methodology is constructed and the survey questions are formulated in Subchapter
6.1. The interviews and their summaries are then presented in Subchapter 6.2. The
interview results are then compared and analyzed in Subchapter 6.3.

6.1 Methodology
In Chapter 0, a quantitative analysis was performed on Software Industry Survey
2013 data in order to find answers to the first research question, “What challenges
for growth do Finnish MSW-companies face?” In order to gain deeper understanding of these challenges, a case study was conducted in order to answer the second
research question, “How have Finnish MSW-companies faced the growth challenges?”
Case study method was chosen in order to gain deep insight of Finnish MSWcompanies and their challenges. Yin (2009) defines case study as “an empirical
inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon in depth and within its
real-life context, especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident.” The purpose of the presented case study is to gain
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insight on how Finnish MSW-companies have reacted to the challenges faced when
pursuing growth. The case study was designed with the aim to pass the basic requirements of four design tests (Yin, 2009, p. 41):
1. Construct validity—Multiple sources of evidence, chain of evidence
2. Internal validity—Explanation building, address rival explanations
3. External validity—Analytic generalization
4. Reliability—Accurate and well-documented observations
Table 8: The four design tests

6.1.1 Designing the interviews
The methodology behind the interviews is based on the theory of semi-structured
theme interview (Hirsjärvi & Hurme, 2008; Merton, Fiske, & Kendall, 1956). Semistructured interview differs from structured and unstructed interview in the strictness of the rules. In a structured interview, the interviewer is required to be strictly
consistent across all interviews—no reordering of questions or improvised questions. Unstructured interview has the most lax rules, with no question order or predefined set of questions—only a list of topics to be discussed. Semi-structured interview sits in between of structured and unstructured interview, allowing improvised questions to be asked in case new relevant information emerges.
The process of semi-structured theme interview consists of 3 phases: planning
(Subchapter 6.1), interviewing (Subchapter 6.2), and analysis (Subchapter 0).
(Hirsjärvi & Hurme, 2008). Yin (2009, p. 69) lists five attributes that a good interviewer should possess:
1. Ability to ask good questions
2. Good listener
3. Adaptive and flexible
4. Knowledgeable of the phenomenon being studied
5. Unbiased
Table 9: Attributes of good interviewer

6.1.2 Planning the interviews
The interviewees were selected from the participants in Software Industry Survey
2013. The first step in forming the list of potential interviewees was to extract the
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MSW-companies from the list of survey participants. The survey contained the following question:
 “Which third party software platforms has your firm to a significant degree developed software for in the year 2012, and plan to do so in 2014
(please select all that apply)?”
All companies that had selected one or more mobile platforms for year 2012 were
selected for further evaluation. Due to the limited possibility for traveling by the
interviewer, the companies outside Helsinki capital region were then filtered out.
Lastly, one-man companies and companies with revenue of less than 100,000€
were considered too small and were thus filtered out. Of this final set of companies,
four were randomly selected for the interviews.
The interviews covered six themes: sales and marketing, recruiting, reaching
clients, maintaining and developing employees’ expertise, networking, and other
things that were considered relevant. All of the interviewees were CEOs of the case
companies they represent in the study. The interviewees were approached by email
and the interviews were conducted at their head offices. All of the interviews were
conducted in Finnish and recorded with both an Android phone and a Windows
Phone, using the default recording applications. The choice of using two phones of
different OS proved out to be a good choice as one interview failed to be saved due
to ambiguous UI response from the Windows Phone. The recordings were then
summarized in Finnish, and the final reports were written based on the summaries
(Subchapter 6.2).

6.2 Interviews
This subchapter presents the final reports of the semi-structured theme interviews
performed as part of the multiple case study on the growth challenges of Finnish
MSW-companies.

6.2.1 Case 1
The first case company specializes in UI solutions for embedded environments. The
mission of the company is to be the leading global UI solutions provider, and it is
aiming to have 30% market share by 2017. At the time of the interview in March
2014, the company had around 50 employees of 10 nationalities situated in several
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countries around the world. Four years ago, the company had only 10 employees.
The company wants to be near to its clients around the world, and hence it has
subsidiaries and agents around the globe. In addition to UI solutions, the company
also provides a benchmarking tool for measuring performance of mobile devices.
The interviewee had been the CEO of the company since January 2013 a member
of the Board of Directors since 2010. The interviewee has also management experience from other companies.
In the company, vice president is responsible for sales and the prior CEO for
marketing. Sales division is organized geographically so that each region has its
own manager who is responsible for the global sales manager. Marketing is handled centrally with one team responsible for all marketing.
Marketing is considered a fundamental part of the company’s business. All of
the company’s revenues come from abroad, and its clients are global manufacturing giants, such as car manufacturers. Professional approach towards marketing is
felt as a necessity. Exhibitions are considered a very important marketing channel.
Because the clients are global giants, social marketing channels such as Facebook
and Google are not considered important. The company participates in exhibitions
such as Consumer Electronics Show, Mobile World Congress, and Embedded
World. However, the company is planning to shift to more targeted exhibitions,
such as the ones related to automobile industry, where most of its clients are.
The company had observed that many Finnish companies have somewhat passive attitude at the exhibitions. In the exhibitions, instead of actively approaching
and communicating with potential clients, many Finnish companies seem to wait
for the potential clients to come to them. This is felt as a wrong kind of approach.
Reaching clients is not seen as a problem, but some challenges are faced due to
the large size of the client companies. As the client companies are large, they often
have matrix organization. Such organizational structure creates challenges for a
small company in handling its relationship towards the bigger partner. After gaining the first contact to a new client, the relevant people from each part of the organization are recognized. Being close to the clients and having constant and direct
contact with them is considered extremely important. The company has a well-defined process for such communication, and weekly and monthly calls are made to
the most important clients.
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Managing existing relationships is actually felt more challenging than forming new
relationships. The company has been able to form partnership programs where the
clients can affect product development. This way, the clients also become more
committed to the product. Product specifications are sent to clients for comments,
which enables clients to participate in product development. For each client, the
company has a person responsible for handling the communication.
The recruitment of the company is handled by an outsourced American recruiter. Greater problem than finding able sales and marketing personnel has been
finding technical expertise. It is important that recruiter knows the company and
its values. This way he can quickly perform preliminary evaluation on the job applicants, thus filtering out unsuitable candidates from the interviews at the company level.
It is felt that Finnish companies may have problem with their attitude towards
sales and marketing. Finding good sales and marketing expertise may require resources that many companies are not able or willing to allocate.
The small size of the company is felt as a challenge in reaching clients. The company is trying to tackle the challenge by making it seem like a bigger player than it
really is by means of marketing. This can be achieved by having professional web
pages and corporate presentations combined with well-defined process for approaching potential clients and keeping in contact with existing ones. However, financial figures should also be in order, because potential clients and partners may
be interested in conducting some background checking before doing any commitments. In addition, gaining the first public references is felt as extremely important. In order to gain the references, personal relations can prove out to be invaluable. Experienced and well-networked persons may provide valuable contacts
for the company as part of the management team. Having a sponsor inside the client company who believes in the product is also felt beneficial.
In the company, employees are responsible for developing and maintaining
their skills. Finnish language education was offered for foreign employees, but due
to lack of interest by the foreigners, the idea was abandoned. Employees are allowed to participate in work-related seminars, and they are encouraged to have
side projects, as long as the projects do not interfere with work. Every two weeks
the company has an informal 10-40 minutes meeting, where everyone can present
their ideas and achievements.
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The company is networked with major OEM automotive parts manufacturers. The
manufacturers are its paying customers, but the actual customers are the parts designers and suppliers. It is important to understand the whole value network. The
value proposition of the company is to be independent of semiconductor manufacturers and software operating systems.
The company has developed software for Android, targeting mobile device
manufacturers. However, between 2013 and 2014 the company has gradually withdrawn from such business as more revenues are gained from OEM automotive
parts customers in the form of royalties per each manufactured final product. Android market is felt too challenging. It is felt that not much innovation has taken
place in mobile devices since iPhone and App Store. The company concentrates on
the three major platforms: Android, iOS, and Windows Phone.
In the automotive industry—which the company actually feels being closer to
than to the mobile industry—partnerships have been formed between manufacturers and platform coordinators—BMW partnering with Apple105, and Audi allying
with Android106, for example. It is speculated that the formation of the partnerships
may end up forcing consumers choose a car based on the mobile platform it supports—iOS car for people using Apple’s products, Android car for people using
Google’s products. Fortunately, the level of standardization is felt to have increased
despite the partnerships.
Being able to release an app through each app store the same time is felt challenging. The uncertainty of the time it takes to have an app approved by app stores’
quality control is felt problematic in situations when the app is supposed to be released the same time in each app store.
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Apple is targeting automotive industry with CarPlay, which is basically an iPhone embedded

into cars (see https://www.apple.com/ios/carplay).
106

Google has formed similar consortium for automotive industry (see http://www.openautoalli-

ance.net) as it has previously for mobile industry (see http://www.openhandsetalliance.com). The
aim of the consortiums is to promote Android and open technologies in mobile industry.
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Theme

Main points

Sales and



Considered fundamentally important

marketing



100% of revenues from abroad



Deputy CEO responsible for sales



Ex-CEO responsible for marketing



Business fairs important for marketing



Because customers big companies, social media and such
not important marketing channel



Remarked that other Finnish companies often fail to actively approach potential customers at business fairs



Participates for example in Consumer Electronics Show
(CES), Mobile World Congress, and Embedded World

Recruiting



Has subsidiaries in target countries



Using mainly an American headhunter



50 employees, 10 nationalities



Finding technical expertise more difficult than finding
sales and marketing expertise

Reaching cli-



ents

Most of the challenges due to the size of the customer
companies (large organizations, so many people as stakeholders in projects)



Systematic customer relations management necessary
when working with big companies



Managing customer relations considered more difficult
than achieving the first contact



Partnering with big companies felt difficult if too small—
has to create bigger image of the company than it actually
is via marketing
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Aims at forming partnerships



Find sponsor(s) from client organizations
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Maintaining



Employees responsible for their expertise

and develop-



Encouraged to participate in seminars and side projects

ing employ-



Every two weeks 10-40min meeting where people can pre-

ees’ expertise

sent their recent achievements

Networking



Networked mainly with actors in car industry

Other emerg-



Withdrawing from Android development due to poor reve-

ing topics

nue potential—currently revenue mostly via royalties from
each manufactured car that uses their MSW-products


Car manufacturers allying with mobile OS platform providers—may lead to situations in which consumer is forced
to choose car based on its OS



Difficult to publish apps at the same time in all app stores
(iOS takes longer than Google Play)



Not much innovation recently in mobile devices
Table 10: Summary of Case 1

6.2.2 Case 2
Founded in 2009, the company has about 10 employees with headquarters in a
shared space provided by a business incubator in Helsinki. Like in Case 1, the company is mainly engaged in B2B MSW-business. Its customers are companies with
consumer customers and membership associations. The main product is a mobile
loyalty/membership card sold as a service to corporate customers and associations
who then provide it to their consumer customers/members. The interviewee has
seventeen-year experience of marketing before beginning as the CEO of the company in November 2013.
The CEO, having background in marketing, unsurprisingly considers marketing
fundamentally important. Successful marketing creates demand and allows asking
higher prices. According to the interviewee, the purpose of marketing is to produce
leads for sales department to catch on. The old-fashioned approach in which marketing department concentrates on producing advertisement material is felt wrong.
It is acknowledged, though, that startups rarely have resources for hiring enough
able sales employees.
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The interviewee considers it important to understand marketing as two distinct
forms: inbound- and outbound marketing. The focus should be on raising the corporate profile by inbound-marketing, in which the company acts like a publisher
by utilizing channels such as Facebook, Twitter, and Google. When potential customers give signals of interest through these channels, outbound marketing will be
directed at them. This consists of means like display advertising, behavioral retargeting, search engine marketing [SEM], and targeted video advertising via channels like Youtube. The interviewee compares outbound marketing to screaming,
and claims that many companies concentrate too much on it when the focus should
be more on inbound marketing. Inbound marketing is claimed to produce better
customer leads, which have high probability of leading to sales transactions.
The main challenge in marketing is felt to be the lack of resources. Tekes—the
Finnish Funding Agency for Technology and Innovation; a part of Finnish Ministry
of Employment and the Economy and an important funding source for SMEs—
does not provide funding for marketing, which is felt as a significant constraint.
For a recently founded startup, it is generally difficult to get funding through the
governmental agencies such as Tekes. The challenge in sales is forming clear and
easy-to-understand sales arguments for technically complex concepts. Articulating
the competitive advantage gained by the customer company in its field by using the
offered product is also felt challenging. In the beginning, the company concentrated on talking about its product, and then switched focus to the benefits gained
by the customer company, and now extends the marketing speech to cover also the
end-users (i.e. the customers’ customers/members). Such multi-level marketing
speech is considered challenging, but necessary.
The company does not have specific HR-employees due to its small size. Recruitment is carried out by the person responsible for the particular function under
which the hired employee is to be assigned. In addition to LinkedIn and social networks, the official government-provided services are used as recruitment channels.
LinkedIn has proved out to be an excellent recruitment channel.
The amount of able marketing and sales employees is not felt as a problem. The
problem is speculated to lie more in the attractiveness of the company. In the education of the marketing people, big global brands have strong presence, which is
speculated to drive the interest of marketing students towards well-known big
companies. Consequently, SMEs may face challenges gaining the attention of able
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marketing people, further affected by the inherent insecurity associated with small
companies. In addition, B2B companies tend to be generally less known than B2C
companies, which is speculated to drive marketing people to seek jobs from companies producing consumer products. Further complicating factor is the complex
technical nature of the products offered by MSW companies. As the products are
intangible, it may be necessary for the marketing people to have knowledge of the
underlying technologies, which may require some education from IT field. The
publicity gained by MSW companies such as Rovio (Angry Birds) and Supercell
(Clash of Clans), the profile of the MSW-industry has probably risen in the eyes of
marketing people.
The interviewee feels that the marketing and sales people in Finland have too
little international experience. In the beginning of 2014, the company founded a
subsidiary in Singapore by recruiting a local who has previously worked in Finland.
The company has ambitious goal to enter international markets.
Small size of a company is felt to decrease its credibility. In B2B business, the
corporate customers may have doubts on whether the company still exists after ten
to fifteen years. The interviewee stresses that the customers should be approached
categorically from small to bigger ones.
Communication with customers is handled mainly by phone calls and face-toface meetings. Product development has been conducted in collaboration with customers. Various technical tools for communication have been tried, but have been
found unsatisfying. The employees mainly share information with each other via
email. The company does not have internal database for storing technical information.
The company has been networked with other actors in the industry via an association for companies interested in customer loyalty solutions and similar technologies. The company participates in seminars and other events organized by the association. Employees belong to various associations, such as association for marketing people. The company also participates in events such as Slush and Nordic
Business Forum. Corporate fairs are skipped, as they are not felt beneficial enough.
Overall, the interviewee feels that the company still has a lot to do in networking.
The interviewee feels that the MSW-industry has good prospects, as many companies are switching from PC to mobile industry. In addition, companies from different sectors of the ICT field are entering the industry.
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From consumer perspective, it is good that many competing platforms exist, but
this is felt as a hindrance for the MSW companies due to the requirement of having
to support many platforms. The company aims at supporting all the major platforms. Android is considered challenging due to the large variety of devices. It is
speculated that Android may end up facing similar problems like Symbian, when
Nokia created a large number of phones with several different versions of Symbian,
which made the life of MSW developers difficult. Furthermore, the customized Androids (e.g. Samsung’s and HTC’s) increase the challenges.
The interviewee considers it necessary to support also feature phones, as still
almost half of the mobile phone owners use them. The company has own app store
in cloud, which enables it to distribute its products directly to customers. The company has even patented its approach, which consists of users sending SMS to their
server, which then generates the installable app based on the details on the user’s
device, and then sends the download link back to the user via SMS. The private app
store approach was developed because of the limitations set by the app stores controlled by platform organizers such as Google and Apple. Particularly significant
problem is the inability to receive information about the people who download app
provided by the company. This inability is considered a major challenge particularly for targeted marketing, as it essentially means that the company does not
know the end-users of its product unless they register to an additional service,
which people usually tend to do rather reluctantly. It is also considered problematic
that the company running the app store has information about all the users of the
app: credit card, address, phone number, and so on. The interviewee also feels it
risky to have American companies gathering all of their customer data, as the
American companies have been proven by Edward Snowden to provide information for the American National Security Agency, NSA. Tying one’s business to
information systems hosted in America or by American companies can render the
company vulnerable to corporate espionage107. For the delivery of apps, it is felt
problematic that Apple has restricted the delivery of native iOS apps outside App
Store. However, HTML-based apps are allowed, and hence the company utilizes
HTML when providing its apps for iPhone users.
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Theme

Sales and

Main points



marketing

CEO responsible for marketing, and has 17-year experience
of marketing before the current position



Business Development Manager responsible for sales



Most likely due to the CEO’s background, the company has
the most refined sales and marketing process of the case
companies



Inbound marketing found to give better sales leads than
outbound marketing



Lack of resources hinders marketing



Felt problematic that governmental innovation funding
agencies do not provide funding for marketing activities

Recruiting



Person responsible for the corporate function in need of
employees also responsible for the recruitment process



Channels: Ministry of Labor portal, LinkedIn (very good experience), personal networks



The amount of competent job seekers not a problem, but
the problem more in the appeal of the company



Difficult to find sales and marketing people with international experience



Sales and marketing students tend to be more interested in
big consumer product and service companies



Small size of the company may also hinder recruitment—job
seekers fear small companies which are feared unstable



In the beginning of 2014, founded a subsidiary in Singapore, where recruited a local employee who had previously
worked in Finland



As part of the growth goals, planning to recruit more from
abroad in the future
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Reaching



Small size decreases credibility

clients



In B2B business, potential clients may think whether the
company exists after 10-15 years



First approach small companies, when enough experience,
approach bigger ones

Maintaining



Big international companies difficult



Collaborating with clients in product development



Employees are responsible for developing and maintaining

and devel-

their expertise

oping employees’ expertise
Networking



Networked with other startups at the same business incubator



Member in associations related to the core product



Considers business fairs not worth the resources that participation would require

Other



Sees good prospects in MSW-industry

emerging



Interest in client companies switching from PC to mobile

topics



Android challenging platform due to large variety of devices
(“Android = new Symbian”)



The company has own app store in cloud, enabling a patented way for distributing apps using SMS



Direct distribution of apps for iOS challenging because unable to install native apps from outside App Store



Speculates that the NSA row may lead to increasing worries,
as all of the major app stores are located in USA
Table 11: Summary of Case 2
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6.2.3 Case 3
The interviewed CEO represents a 15-employee company producing mobile games.
Sales and marketing is considered extremely important. Due to lack of resources,
the CEO is responsible for both activities.
When publishing games, the company tries to find international partners who
would take responsibility of marketing the game and releasing it to app stores. If
the publisher is not interested, the company will market the game with its limited
resources.
As marketing channels, the company uses various social media and other Web
media. In addition, banner advertisements are used, often advertising multiple
games at the same time.
The company is a typical mobile game company, generating most of its revenues
using freemium revenue model. However, it is felt that the industry made a mistake
in switching from paid model to freemium model, and the interviewee believes that
there will be a switch back to paid model.
Sales and marketing are felt as a huge challenge for the company. Differentiation from other actors in the industry is felt difficult due to the large number of
mobile game companies of the same size. The interviewee admits that the company
has failed in sales and marketing—no skills, no experience, not enough resources.
Recruiting is carried out in two phases. In the first phase, the CEO interviews
the applicant and decides whether there is enough need for hiring. In the second
phase, a team consisting of the CEO and other relevant actors interview the applicant and then make final decision. Utilized recruiting channels are the official portal of the Ministry of Labor, professional websites such as a site for graphical designers, and Web media in general. The company has recruited also from abroad.
It is felt that there is too little knowledge of sales and marketing in Finland.
More education is needed, and the internationalization should begin already in elementary school. The workforce should have more diverse language skills, which
the interviewee feels is currently hindered by mandatory Swedish.
Finland’s international visibility is felt too weak. The interviewee feels that the
government is using resources on irrelevant things that do not advance the visibility of Finland abroad. Other Nordic countries are felt to have succeeded better.
The interviewee does not think that the company is too small. Rigid bureaucracy is felt as a bigger problem than the size. Accounting and auditing have been
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outsourced in order to decrease the time spent on bureaucracy, but it is still felt
that the bureaucracy takes too much of the CEO’s time. Particularly Finnish Tax
Administration is felt as too rigid and not understanding the realities of startups.
The company sells its games via app stores, although it has had contracts in the
past also with telephone operators. The interviewee confirms the observations
from the literature that App Store is the best source for revenue. Google Play is felt
as immature and too full of poor quality apps and viruses. The lack of quality control in Play is felt as a major problem. In addition, in-app payments are felt as being
more difficult to implement in Play apps than in App Store apps. Windows Phone
Store is not considered significant but Amazon Appstore is felt to have some potential. Currently the revenues generated via Amazon Appstore are, though, negligible.
The company does not have a systematic approach for developing and maintaining employees’ competences. The interviewee believes that the daily work in
itself is enough. The company would like to occasionally sign up its employees to
education programs but it is felt that there are no good programs currently available for example for graphical designers and programmers, and that the programs
available are often overpriced.
The sharing of knowledge inside the company happens mainly between teams.
No particular processes or tools exist for knowledge sharing.
The company has networked with other major actors in the industry, which are
the other mobile game companies. Networking has succeeded moderately, although the company does not have regular communication with the other actors in
the industry. Corporate fairs are not considered important.
The interviewee feels that the MSW-industry has good prospects. The devices
are now powerful enough, and most of the consumers have devices with goodenough performance. The growth potential is felt as huge, and not even recession
can slow the pace. The interviewee speculates that the recession may actually increase sales due to the fact that during bad times people want more entertainment,
and mobile games provide entertainment for lower price than alternatives such as
movie theaters.
Regarding platforms, iOS is considered the most mature in terms of the app
store, development tools, quality control, and payment systems. The company uses
Unity and Marmalade for game development. Android is considered immature due
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to the lack of quality control and hence the large number of poor quality apps in
Google Play, which makes it difficult for good quality apps to gain visibility.
The interviewee does not recognize any significant innovations recently, although
acknowledges that the performance, screen size, and such have steadily increased.
It is felt that new devices are released too often, and the MSW-industry cannot keep
up with the pace.
The interviewed CEO is happy that the company is still up and running, and is
grateful for companies such as Supercell and Rovio for increasing the profile of the
industry. Because of the success stories, investors now take mobile game companies more seriously.
The interviewee stressed the difficulty of getting funding as a MSW-company in
Finland. The Centres for Economic Development, Transport and the Environment
(Finn. “Ely-keskus”) are considered incompetent and not understanding anything
of the MSW-industry and mobile game companies. Although they are supposed to
provide funding, they are claimed not having enough competence for making investment decisions. Tekes is considered to be on the other extreme, having too
technical perspective on investing. It is felt that Tekes does not understand the realities of mobile game companies that in addition to traditional engineering expertise, also require audiovisual expertise. Tekes is also felt as being too bureaucratic
and lacking the spirit required for radical innovations. Angel investors are considered currently of little importance in Finland.
Theme

Main points

Sales and mar-



Felt very important

keting



CEO responsible for sales and marketing



Aims at always finding international publisher for the
developed mobile games



Freemium most common revenue model



Believes there will be switch back to paid apps



Massive challenges in sales and marketing



Difficult to differentiate from competitors



No expertise, experience, nor resources
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Recruiting



Ministry of Labor portal, professional websites (e.g.
for graphical designers looking for job)



Not enough sales and marketing expertise in Finland—need more education



Lack of international experience also problem



Language skill diversity should be increased by getting
rid of mandatory Swedish

Reaching clients



Small size not considered a problem



Sells games via app stores—confirms that App Store
has much higher revenue potential than Google Play

Maintaining and



Employees responsible for expertise

developing em-



Would like to have courses for employees but does not

ployees’ expertise

have resources


No suitable re-education possibilities



Networked with other mobile game companies



No major difficulties in networking

Other emerging



Too much bureaucracy

topics



Quality control in Play does not work



More difficult to implement paid extra content for

Networking

apps sold in Play


Confirms the positive news about Amazon Appstore



The government officials responsible for innovation
funding do not have proper expertise



Risk funding impossible to get from governmental
funding agencies



Angel investors currently insignificant
Table 12: Summary of Case 3

6.2.4 Case 4
The fourth case company differs from the three others by concentrating mainly on
Web development. Main platforms for the company are popular CMS platforms,
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WordPress and Drupal. However, the company does have some HTML5 development for mobile devices. The company has around 70 employees.
The interviewee considers marketing particularly important for a company of
this size. The importance is believed to increase with the growth of the company.
CEO is responsible sales and marketing, although the company has sales representatives in Helsinki, Tallinn, Oulu, and London.
Social media is important marketing channel, although the importance of particular media varies by country (e.g. Facebook is considered more important channel in Estonia than in Finland). Own events are also considered important for marketing. The company sponsors and organizes seminars and participates in open
source events. Associations and events related to popular CMS-software are particularly important.
Gaining new clients is currently felt challenging. However, the company has
succeeded in keeping existing clients. Many other companies are thought to be doing much worse in current economic situation. Most of the difficulty is felt to be in
gaining the first contact with potential clients.
Recruiting technical employees is considered to have been always difficult.
Finding competent sales and marketing employees is also felt difficult. The interviewee feels that there are too many “washing machine salesmen” but too few of
those with knowledge of how to sell abstract products such as software. It is considered necessary for able marketing and sales representative to be able to describe
abstract value propositions to potential clients. The company does not have networks for finding competent sales and marketing employees.
The interviewee believes that the poor image of sales and marketing among engineers is one reason for the problems experienced. It is felt that in engineering
education the importance of sales work is not stressed enough even though it is the
sales representative who brings the money into the company so that the engineers’
salaries can be paid.
The company has tried commercial recruiting channels but has found them disappointing. The official portal by the Ministry of Labor is used, and the company
gives recruiting bonus for those employees who use their own contact networks to
bring in new competent recruits. The company also uses LinkedIn, and has a
trainee program that they market via academic institutions.
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The amount of sales and marketing workforce is not felt as a problem due to the
small needs of the company, but a bigger problem is how to find the competent
ones.
The company has recruited technical employees from Latvia and Texas. In sales,
it is out of question to use non-native employees because it is considered important
that the sales representative is able to communicate fluently in the local language.
However, the interviewee feels that in Britain the Nordic accent may actually be
beneficial by giving a trustworthy image.
The size of the company is not felt a problem, although it is felt that with larger
size the company could gain more visibility. Larger size would also enable hiring
full-time sales and marketing employees.
No typical client exists. The company has clients from media, startups, telecom
industry, public sector, universities, labor unions, municipalities, healthcare, financial sector, and so on. Communication with the clients is done by email, telephone, meetings, project management tools, and the ending sessions of Scrum
sprints. The company aims at having each member of the team communicate directly with the relevant representative from the client’s side.
The interviewee feels it problematic that the core competences required by the
company are not taught in schools. The company is thus responsible for developing
and maintaining employees’ expertise. The company has organized the core competences into competence teams where the manager of the team is responsible for
developing and maintaining the relevant competences of the team members. There
are teams for backend, frontend, mobile, CMS, QA, project management, design,
and sales. HR process and recruiting is based on developing the competences.
Inside the company, expertise is shared via chat, wiki, and personal relationships. However, the wiki has been found cumbersome for storing expertise related
to very specific cases.
Mobile gaming industry is felt to have lot of potential. However, producing nongame apps is felt as financially unappealing. HTML5 is considered a platform with
particularly high potential.
The large selection of mobile devices is felt problematic for apps development
for example due to the variety of screen sizes. The interviewee is not very familiar
with Android, but feels that Android’s problems are somewhat related to Google
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Play’s problems such as the lack of quality control. It is felt that Windows Phone
has been able to solve the screen size issues better than other platforms.
The company has not experienced any major problems with the app stores, but
the unpredictability of release date is considered problematic. It is felt that there is
still lot of room for improvement in the app stores, for example better search functionality.
The interviewee feels that there have not been any major innovations recently.
Events affecting the company have mainly been related to security. Drupal and
WordPress have experienced serious SQL-injection attacks, and some of the company’s competitors have been exposed to hacks because of this.
Themes

Sales and marketing

Main points



Marketing important, and even more important when a company grows



CEO responsible for sales and marketing



Have salespeople in Helsinki, Tallinn, Oulu,
and London



Social media important marketing channel



Participates in business fairs and open source
events

Recruiting



Difficult to find competent marketing people



Marketing people do not understand technology and are not able to present abstract value
propositions to customers



Technology industry unappealing to sales
and marketing people

Reaching clients



No typical customer



Size of projects typically >= 1M€
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Maintaining and develop- 

Not enough education related to the core

ing employees’ expertise

competences provided in schools


The organization is built on competence
teams in which team manager is responsible
keeping team members’ professional expertise up-to-date

Networking



Networked with associations related to the
technologies used in the core products

Other emerging topics



Producing apps and making profit is difficult



HTML5 has become significant



The large number of devices causes problems



The unpredictability of app publication in
app stores (mainly App Store) problematic



No major innovations recently

Table 13: Summary of Case 4

6.3 Analysis
This subchapter is divided into six subchapters corresponding to the six themes in
the interviews. The analysis is performed by comparing the four cases and extracting common themes.

6.3.1 Sales and marketing
The interviewees considered sales and marketing as important or fundamentally
important. In all of the case companies, CEO, vice CEO, or ex-CEO is responsible
for sales and marketing. Common problem with Finnish MSW-companies appears
to be the lack of resources for hiring separate employee(s) responsible for sales and
marketing. However, one of the smaller companies seems to have solved this problem with having a CEO who has marketing background, and the respective company unsurprisingly had the most refined process for sales and marketing. However, the company felt problematic that the governmental funding institutions do
not give funding to marketing activities even though marketing is considered ex-
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tremely important for small MSW-companies. The other small company had approached the challenge by finding bigger partners that would take care of marketing. All of the interviewees felt marketing more or less challenging. The two bigger
companies—cases 1 (~50 employees) and 4 (~70 employees)—had been able to hire
separate sales and marketing employees.
One of the main challenges in marketing was the difficulty of forming easily
understandable value propositions for abstract products. It was speculated that the
lack of technical understanding among sales and marketing professionals is one of
the reasons for the difficulty. As a solution, it was proposed that sales and marketing education should be included in the engineering degrees in universities—engineers should have some understanding on how to market and sell the products they
develop. Another proposed solution was to make software industry more appealing
for sales and marketing students. It was speculated that software industry might
have unappealing image among the students, which makes it more difficult for
MSW-companies to hire competent sales and marketing employees.
As to the reasons why Finnish MSW-companies feel challenges in marketing,
one of the interviewee speculated that the companies lack the ability to present
themselves in various arenas such as corporate fairs. The interviewee had experienced situations in corporate fairs when the representatives of other Finnish companies feared to approach potential clients and passively waited for the potential
clients to come talk to them. Thus, it is possible that also the cultural tendencies
contribute to the challenge.

6.3.2 Recruiting
Only the medium-sized and bigger companies seem to have enough resources for
recruiting sales and marketing employees. Social media turns out to be popular
recruiting channel. Finding competent sales and marketing employees does not
seem to be major issue, although there are sometimes challenges in finding those
competent ones.
There was consensus that the engineering degrees should include sales and
marketing education. It was also suggested that the profile of engineering industries should be raised among sales and marketing students.
Lack of international experience among sales and marketing people was felt a
problem. It was suggested that the international education should begin already in
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elementary schools, and that mandatory Swedish should be abolished in favor of
more diverse language education.

6.3.3 Reaching clients
The interviewees generally did not feel their size as a major problem, although
small size does make it more difficult to gain partnerships with big companies. It
was suggested that small companies should make themselves look big by means of
marketing (e.g. professional websites, professional way of approaching customers,
professional corporate presentations, etc.).
The importance of getting the first reference was stressed. It was felt that especially
big corporate clients are almost impossible to gain without references of previous
projects. In order to get the references, personal contact networks were considered
important.
One of the interviewees considered bureaucracy much greater challenge for
growth than small size of the company. The interviewed CEO complained that it
takes too much time for a small startup to handle all the bureaucracy required of
the company.

6.3.4 Maintaining and developing employees’ expertise
Only one of the case companies had a process for developing and maintaining their
employees’ professional expertise. Most of the companies expect their employees
to keep their expertise up to date on their own. The company with process has organized their employees into competence teams. In each team, there is a person
responsible for developing and maintaining the competences of the team members.
The company’s recruiting process is also centered on the competence areas.
The interviewees felt problematic that the universities do not provide courses
tailored for companies wanting to develop their employees’ competences. It was
suggested that the universities could provide educational programs targeted at fulltime corporate employees. The companies allow their employees to take work-related seminars but do not actively organize such, except the one company that takes
active part in participating and organizing events related to their core platforms.
The companies generally do not provide process nor tools for sharing
knowledge inside the company. One of the companies does have wiki, but it was
felt more as burden than useful.
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6.3.5 Networking
The interviewees mostly felt satisfied at their level of networking. Some take part
in business fairs; some feel the fairs are useless. One of the companies sponsors
seminars and takes part in them in order to support their recruiting, marketing,
and networking efforts. Networking via various associations centered on particular
technologies or industries was felt useful.

6.3.6 Other emerging topics
All of the interviewees agreed that the MSW-industry has good prospects. However, app stores were felt as a difficult source of revenue. 3 of the 4 companies indeed were mainly engaged in B2B business, and based on the interviews, they
seemed to have more positive prospects.
The number of devices was a common problem. It takes extra resources from
the companies to make sure their applications work on all of the supported platforms and all of the common devices and their varying screen sizes. Performance
of the devices was thought to be good.
The unpredictability of the time it takes to get app released in app stores was
considered problematic. Companies often want the app to be released at the same
time in all app stores. Currently this is almost impossible. Although App Store’s
verification process was considered as longest, App Store’s quality was felt superior
to Google Play. The amount of poor quality apps in Google Play was considered a
major problem.
The CEO of the interviewed mobile game company was happy because of the
visibility the gaming industry has gained due to the popular success stories of
Supercell and Rovio. The interviewee felt easier to find funding now when the game
companies are taken more seriously by investors.
One of the companies had developed and patented technology for distributing
apps directly to users. However, as iOS allows native applications to be installed
only from App Store, the company was forced to use HTML5 instead of native technology for distributing its apps for iOS users.
Although not considered significant problem by most of the Finnish software
companies in Software Industry Survey 2013, one of the interviewee considered
finding funding the main challenge. The interviewee was very disappointed at the
governmental funding agencies, and felt that there were problems both with lack
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of technical understanding and too technical mentality. The interviewee felt that
the funding agencies do not understand that it is normal for MSW-companies to
be unprofitable for many years, and the success comes—if it comes—suddenly and
unpredictably.
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7 Conclusions
This chapter is divided into four parts: summary of the main findings from the
overview of the MSW-ecosystem (Subchapter 7.1), summary of the findings from
the case study (Subchapter 7.2), policy recommendations derived from the previously presented findings (Subchapter 0), and finally suggestions for future research (Subchapter 7.4).

7.1 Overview of the global ecosystem
Lot of research has been conducted on the pre-smartphone era—often centering on
telecom companies. However, research on MSW-business has had difficulties
catching up with the pace of the industry. Particularly research on funding, and
business- and revenue models of MSW-companies is still sparse.
A huge “black hole” in the MSW literature is China. Many sources prove that
China is the leader in mobile payments (see Subchapter 2.4.1). However, the size
of Chinese app economy is difficult to estimate due to the fragmentation of Android
ecosystem—majority of Android apps in China are distributed outside Google Play
via dozens of third-party app stores108,109. Lack of research on the Chinese MSWecosystem may have led to significantly underestimating various figures regarding
the global MSW-ecosystem. Arguably, one of the main findings from the overview
is that China is emerging as a superpower in the mobile industry. Chinese
smartphone manufacturers have been in relatively short time able to rise into the
top 5 of the largest manufacturers. Mobile payments in China are also becoming
popular much faster than in western markets. The Chinese ecosystem is currently
experiencing consolidation driven by the E-commerce giants such as Alibaba.
Wearable mobile devices are becoming a common sight. Google Glass and Samsung Gear already include multiple product variants, and also sales have been decent considering the novelty of the technology.
HTML5 is becoming more and more popular, and it is now a popular way for
developing also native apps. The amount of tools available for developing native
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HTML5 apps is increasing. There are also now many mature tools available that
allow development of native cross-platform apps with JavaScript, C#, and various
other languages.
Freemium has become the leading revenue model for app store apps. However,
many MSW-companies do not sell apps in app stores at all but are concentrated on
B2B and B2G business. In Europe, contracting is an important source of revenue
for MSW-companies.

7.2 The challenges in Finland
The relatively high revenue potential of iOS compared to Android is a phenomenon
that has not gained much research so far. Results from the case study lead to hypothesis that the problems of Google Play and the fragmentation of Android platform in terms of devices and OS versions are causing the low revenue potential.
Sales and particularly marketing are a major problem for Finnish MSW-companies. The lack of resources for hiring people dedicated to these tasks is a major
challenge. For small MSW-companies it may be impossible to hire separate sales
and marketing employees, but the solution by one of the case companies may help
in tackling the challenge—having a CEO with education in marketing.
Considering the amount of problems experienced with app stores, it seems
likely that increasing number of MSW-companies are seeking revenue outside app
stores (i.e. switching from B2B MSW-business to B2B- and B2G MSW-business).
It is also possible that distribution of apps directly to consumers becomes more
popular, like it already is in China.
For some MSW-companies, it is difficult to find funding from Finland. The lack
of expertise on MSW-industry in the governmental funding agencies is speculated
as one of the problems regarding funding.
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7.3 Policy recommendations
Three policy recommendations were identified:
1. The educational institutions should consider providing sales and marketing
courses targeted at CEOs. They should also consider organizing courses for
full-time employed engineers who are in need of gaining new competences.
2. The governmental funding agencies should assess their competences on
dealing with funding of MSW-companies. In case the competences are
found lacking, they should educate their employees and collaborate with
MSW-companies in order to gain understanding of the industry.
3. The bureaucracy of MSW-companies—and companies in general—should
be reduced. The amount of forms required to be submitted to various officials regarding taxes, funding, and such should be minimized.

7.4 Future research
Research on the business models of MSW-companies is currently lacking. Almost
no academic research from smartphone era exists on B2B and B2G MSW-companies. Research on MSW-platforms is also inadequate. Often the research covers
only mobile OS platforms such as iOS and Android but fails to recognize also portal-based platforms like Facebook Apps as MSW-platforms.
One of the most interesting research topics is China. Very little reliable research
and statistics exists on Chinese MSW-ecosystem. There are pieces of information
here and there telling about the rapid development of Chinese MSW-ecosystem,
but very little academic research exists on the subject.
Regarding Finnish-MSW-ecosystem, research ought to be conducted on how to
increase the sales and marketing competence of Finnish MSW-companies facing
budget constraint. It might also be beneficial to conduct a study on all the problems
in Finnish bureaucracy that the companies are facing.
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